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ABSTRACT
There is an increasing awareness that indigenous communities hold a key role in sustainable forest
management in Indonesia. However, this awareness did not necessarily come with sufficient legal
acknowledgement of the rights of indigenous people to have autonomy over customary forest.
Without proper legal recognition, it was difficult to realize the rights of indigenous people to manage
their land without state’s heavy intervention. This situation changed in 2016 after two landmark
policies: The Constitutional Court’s Decision No. 35 of 2012 on Customary Forest and the Ministerial
Regulation No. 32 of 2015 on Titled Forest. The two policies bring changes on the ground that alter
the national forest politics and the lives of indigenous communities.
While the studies on the implementation of the customary forest acknowledgment scheme
dominate the body of knowledge, research into the political arrangement that facilitated these two
landmark policies is relatively missing from the literature. This research aims to fill this gap through
an understanding of the socio-political development that led to the policy institutionalization of the
customary forest between 2012 and 2015. This study examined three essential dimensions of an
institutional transformation: (1) political trajectories that enabled institutional policy changes, (2)
the arrangement of both policies, and (3) the underpinning rationale of these institutional policy
changes. It does so by utilizing Discursive Institutional theory to understand how discourses
influence institutions and Policy Arrangement Approach (PAA) to identify and analyze discourses,
actors, resources, and rules.
The findings show that discourses on indigeneity, human rights, agrarian reform, social justice, and
sustainability advocated by a coalition of Civil Society Organization (CSOs), dominated the political
arrangements of both policies. The exchange of resources such as expertise, network, and
participatory mapping among the CSOs helped to overshadow the counternarrative of competing
policy actors. This thesis contends that a mature discourse coalition was a major factor that
empowered the CSOs to advocate their discourses and to convince other actors to support legal
recognition of customary forests. Furthermore, several political conjunctures also paved ways for an
enabling environment for policy institutionalizations of customary forests. These political
conjunctures include such as land reform activism, agrarian constitutionalism, REDD+, AMAN’s
endorsement on Jokowi, and the merge of the Ministry of Forestry and Ministry of Environment.
However, despite progressive formal policies, there are indications that the lack of indigenous
communities’ active participation in the policy formulation and the power struggle inside the
Ministry of Environment and Forestry had limited the legal recognition only to communities who
have good connections to influential CSOs or the state.
Keywords: customary forest, discursive institutional, policy arrangement approach, discourse
coalition
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1 INTRODUCTION
Indonesia is home to thousands of indigenous communities (masyarakat hukum adat1) .
However, the repression of indigenous communities’ rights over their land has been a longstanding phenomenon. Indigenous communities suffer from various political portrayals
which have constructed the perception of their inability to manage natural resources (Li,
2000). The biased portrayals started during colonialization with race-based policies that
placed the indigenous communities on the lowest cluster of the social hierarchy (McWilliam,
2006). The New Order regime continued this legacy by characterizing indigenous
communities as “isolated groups” (Persoon, 1998), rejecting their indigeneity. Under the
development-oriented regime, the “underqualified traditional” communities were seen as
inhibiting Indonesia’s economic growth, especially where that growth was focused on the
infamous natural resource extraction.
In contrast, since the 1980s the international community has shown increasing recognition
of the rights and roles of indigenous communities in managing natural resources. Numerous
initiatives started during the late 1980s until the 1990s, such as the International Labour
Organization (ILO) Convention in 1989, World Bank Operational Directive 4.20 in 1991,
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) in 1993, and UN Draft Declaration on Indigenous
Peoples in 1993. Despite the international trends, the Government of Indonesia stood firmly
in opposing the trends and tried to transform the indigenous communities to be more
“civilized” (Persoon et al., 2003). In other words, the notion of forest tenure for indigenous
community was dismissed.
The fall of the New Order regime in 1998 laid out the beginning of political reform in
Indonesia. The democratic system opened up space for social movements such as
indigenous communities, once silenced under Soeharto’s authoritarian regime. Led by
articulated activists, indigenous communities marked their entrance on the national political
stage demanding their place in the newly democratized Indonesia. One of their demands
was egal tenure of their ancestral lands. However, during that time the issue of native land
tenure was still outside theinterest of the Ministry of Forestry (MoF; now Ministry of
Environmental and Forestry or MoEF) which has the biggest discretion over land authority.
According to Law No. 41 of 1999 on Forestry (hereinafter Forestry Law), Customary Forest
(Hutan Adat2) was categorized as part of the State Forest (Hutan Negara). The Forestry Law
divides Indonesia’s forests into two classifications: state forest and titled forest. Forest Area

1

Legally known as masyarakat hukum adat. According to the 2014 Law No. 52 on Guideline on Recognition
and Protection of Indigenous Community, masyarakat hukum adat refers to “Indonesian citizens who have
unique characteristics, live in groups in harmony according to their customary law, have ties to ancestral
origins and/or common place of residence, have a strong relationship with land and the environment, as well
as a value system that determines economic, political, social institutions, culture, law and use a certain area
from generation to generation”.
2
According to the 1999 Forestry Law No. 41, customary forest is “state forests within the territory of
indigenous communities.”
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was described as “the forest area is a specific area designated or established by the
Government to be protected as permanent forests” (Article 1.3). State Forest was “forest
located on land that is not encumbered with land rights” (Article 1.4) while Titled Forest was
“forest located on land encumbered with land rights” (article 1.5). These articles implied that
the state was the legal proprietor of customary forest, not the indigenous communities who
inhabited the forest. Occupancy or activity inside the state forest without permission from
the state was illegal and is punishable with imprisonment according to the law. In numerous
cases, indigenous communities were removed off their ancestral land to pave the way for
forest management by state institutions (Acciaoli, 2008) and companies that hold
authorized concession (Hein and Faust, 2014). Despite the negative impacts such as illegal
logging (Casson 2002), deforestation (Indarto et al., 2015), forest degradation (Curran et al.,
2004), and violent agrarian conflicts (Acciaoli, 2008; Sirait, 2009), the Forestry Law persisted
for over a decade. The law also survived the growing movement of indigenous communities’
participation in sustainable forest management at global level that was set off in early
2000s.
The Constitutional Court’s Decision No. 35
In 2012, the Constitutional Court grants the juridical review filed by the Indigenous People
Alliance of the Archipelago (Aliansi Masyarakat Adat Nusantara, hereinafter AMAN) and
two indigenous communities on the 1999 Forestry Law No. 413. The landmark Constitutional
Court Decision No. 35 of 2012 is celebrated as a victory for indigenous communities. AMAN
is a non-governmental organization that claims to represent 2.366 registered members of
indigenous communities from all over Indonesia. The legal request is based on the injustice
brought by the law and the exclusion of indigenous communities in the management of
their land. There are two main implications of the Court’s decision. First, the customary
forest is no longer under the State Forest category. Although there are still two categories of
forest, namely State Forest and Titled Forest, customary forests has been reclassified as
Titled Forest. The new nomenclature subsequently limits the state’s control in the
management of customary forests although the extent to which the community shares the
power over these forests with the state is not articulated. The second implication is that the
decision recognizes indigenous communities as “legal subjects” with rights and
responsibilities. Moreover, the status as right-bearing (penyandang hak) subject also gives
legitimacy to their traditional and property rights as a community (Astuti and McGregor,
2017).
The Ministerial Regulation No. 32 on Titled Forest
Since the Court “has no formal power to ensure compliance with its decision” (Butt,
2014:62), related ministries have to further ratify the decision, including the MoEF, the sole
authority of forested land in Indonesia. Turning away from its initial reluctance, the MoEF
has released a couple of regulations to adhere to the court decision, of which the 2015
Minister Regulation No. 32 on Titled Forest was the first one. The regulation does not only
ratify the inclusion of customary forests in the Titled Forest category but also the rights of
3

The decision was officially announced in May 2013
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indigenous communities. It stipulates the guideline to process land claims once the
community gained legal recognition from regional government. Regulation No. 32/2015 also
defines the rights and responsibilities of indigenous communities and sets the ideals and
boundaries of sustainable management in a customary forest. Subsequently, the regulation
has enabled the legal recognition of the first nine customary forests in Indonesia in 2016.
Moreover, it pushes the breakthrough of current community-based forestry in Indonesia,
especially the Social Forestry scheme.

1.1.

Problem Statement

The Constitutional Court’s Decision No. 35 and the Ministerial Regulation No. 32 on Titled
Forest are influential for the future of customary forests and indigenous communities
because of their political power. The two policy frameworks represent novel institutions or
rules of the game that hold power to (re)structure and create a society (Hajer, 1995). They
do so by setting the boundaries for our social mechanisms and order, classifying what is
acceptable and what is not. According to policy arrangement approach, such institutions are
created through an iterative process involving other elements of policy arrangement,
namely discourses, actors, resources, and existing rules (citation).
According to Schmidt, from a public policy perspective, a policy arrangement is a process
that accommodates deliberation and legitimacy (2010a). It is deliberative because it is not a
one-way system but rather a dialectic interplay between political actors with diverse
resources, bringing distinct discourses into the arena (Schmidt, 2010a). The interplay
represents a process of structuration that gradually produces consensus on certain
institution especially when specific discourse(s) dominates and is accepted by the actors.
The next stage involves actors settling on a collectively desired product; in this case, a new
institution.
Given this complexity of a policy process, Dasgupta and de Cian (2016) argue that the
success of environmental policy is determined not only by its adoption but also the
underlying institutions, the dominant discourse, and the distribution of resources involved
in the making of certain policy. Following their argument, I will trace and examine the
dialectic processes, from which the two regulations, The Constitutional Court’s Decision No.
35 and the Ministerial Regulation No. 32 on Titled Forest, emerged. Rather than seeing the
two regulations as given, we should subject them to contestation in order to examine what
Fischer et al. calls “the established power structure” (2015:9). Critical examination can help
us to understand the political and social settings that shape the context of a policy.
Furthermore, it helps us to investigate the discursive interactions underpinning certain
understanding of a policy. Moreover, critical analysis of a policy helps us to understand its
democratic quality (Hajer and Versteeg, 2006). Both political understanding and practical
knowledge allow participatory orientation for citizens which contributes to the
democratization of the policy processes (Fischer et al., 2015). They also expand the
deliberative and cognitive capacities from beyond experts and policy makers circles to
include ordinary citizens.
3

However, how these regulations, as outcomes of political processes, were constructed has
not received adequate critical scrutiny. Most studies, both international and national, focus
on the implementation of these regulations. Case studies of different indigenous
communities examining the effects of regulations on a local level dominate the literature
(see Fisher and van der Muur, 2020; Astuti and McGregor, 2017). The most robust research
theme is the studies of the 2012 Constitutional Court’s Decision No. 35 and the 2016
Ministerial Regulation No. 83 of Social Forestry. The attention the court’s decision has
received is understandable because of its significance in Indonesian law system. Most
scholars analyze it for its legal implications (see Hidayat et al., 2018), neglecting the
discursive perspective. The 2016 Social Forestry Regulation can be dubbed as one of the
most scrutinized regulations from the MoEF. However, this regulation does not exclusively
cover the customary forest. Many studies of this regulation do not give an in-depth analysis
of customary forests but rather a general examination of community-based forests (see
Rakatama and Pandit, 2020; Suhardjito and Wulandari, 2019; Fischer et al., 2018; Moeliono
et al., 2017). Despite being the enabler for the recognition of the first nine customary
forests in 2016, the political process behind the Ministerial Regulation No. 32 on Titled
Forest institutions remains relatively unexplored. No systematic analysis of this landmark
regulation can be found both in Indonesian language and English.
There have been a few scholars who have attempted to analyze the political sphere of
customary forest development in Indonesia but their analyses have been limited. For
instance, Astuti and McGregor (2017) explain several political conjunctures that may have
triggered the evolution of community’s rights on natural resources. Their findings include
the Constitutional Court decision No. 35, REDD+ progress, and One Map Policy (Kebijakan
Satu Peta Nasional).4 While their study explains possible significant externalities from the
Indonesian political dynamics, it does not discuss the implicit development of customary
forest institutions. Moreover, the authors regard the court decision as an external
phenomenon rather than as part of the customary forest development lane. Another
notable study by Butt (2014) illustrates the historical journey of customary forest politics in
Indonesia before the Court’s decision. Although Butt’s study presents a detailed background
story for the Court’s decision but it stops short of assessing the implications of the Court’s
decision on contemporary land politics in Indonesia.
Moreover, understanding how they were institutionalized also shed light on how the MoEF
further developed the baton of customary forest evolution relayed by the Constitutional
Court. The Constitutional Court Decision was a victory and a surprise at the same time.
Some perceive it as the beginning of a bright and a just era for indigenous communities. For
others, although desirable, this institutional change was quite unexpected. In 2006,
McWilliam doubted that the government would favor granting the indigenous communities
property rights. His argument was based on the challenging complexity of indigenous

4

One Map Policy was first developed during the last term of President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono in 2010 and
is still continued by President Jokowi. It aims to create one reference national map to solve the overlapping
land claims.
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cultures and the uncertain political economy after the political reform. After the initial
euphoria, indigenous communities and their advocates still had to monitor the MoEF
response. The fact that the MoEF embraced the court decision and finally issued the 2015
Titled Forest Regulation was a great relief. One widely premise was the commitment from
President Jokowi’s regime and the MoEF played a big role in the progress of customary
forest acknowledgement (Afiff and Rachman, 2019). These unforeseen elements make it
attractive to further study the political arrangement behind the Court’s decision as well as
the subsequent institutional arrangements.
As pointed out before, most studies regarding the contemporary customary forests now
revolve around the ‘what’ questions and it leaves a knowledge gap. Consequently, there are
only vague assumptions on the behind-the-door development of the customary forest
institutions to discuss. In this research I aim to ask and answer the “what”, “how”, and
“why” questions. What were the political trajectories that enabled the institutional changes?
How were the institutions of customary forests constructed? Why did the institutional
change happen? To answer these questions, I look into the institutionalization processes of
customary forests in Indonesia from 2012 to 2015, by analyzing the 2012 Constitutional
Court No. 5 and the 2015 Ministerial Regulation No. 32 on Titled Forest. I apply both
structure and agency perspectives to be able to describe processes based on the Discursive
Institutional approach. In doing so, this study complements the existing literature which
laden with implementation studies by providing a holistic review of contemporary
customary forests arrangement in Indonesia

1.2.

Objective and Research Questions

This research aims to examine the interplay different discourses underpinning the two
landmark policies that govern customary forests. The objective of this research is “to
analyze and understand the development of customary forests institutions in Indonesia
from 2012 to 2015” through discursive Institutional analysis. The main research question
according to the above objective is:
How have the customary forest institutions developed from 2012 to 2015?
The sub-research questions are:
1. What were the political trajectories that enabled the institutional changes?
2. How were the policies regarding the customary forests arranged?
3. Why did the institutional change of the customary forests happen?

1.3.

Structure

The first chapter of this thesis has presented the introduction, problem statement, and
questions of this research. The second chapter explains the theoretical and analytical
framework, followed by the methodology in Chapter 3. The findings of this research are
stretched out into four chapters, answering the first and second sub-question. In Chapter 4,
I describe the political trajectories of the Constitutional Court’s decision. The policy
5

arrangement for the Constitutional Court decision can be found in Chapter 5. The
trajectories of the 2015 Ministerial Regulation No. 32 are laid out in Chapter 6, followed by
the explanation of its policy arrangement in Chapter 7. In Chapter 8, I answer the third subquestion and build the discussion from that. I end this thesis by providing a conclusion,
lessons-learned, and recommendations in Chapter 9.

6

2

THEORETICAL AND ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1. Theoretical Framework
This research applies Discursive Institutional (DI) as the leading theory. DI theory can be
described as the analysis of how discourse influences the path formation of change in an
institution. For the definition of discourse, this study refers to Hajer and Versteeg (2005)
who state that discourse is “an ensemble of ideas, concepts, and categories through which
meaning is given to social and physical phenomena, and which is produced and reproduced
through an identifiable set of practices.” Since it produces meaning, discourse determines
the way we comprehend reality. In other words, reality is socially constructed, or put even
more radical: there is no ‘truth’ out there. For that reason, social constructivist scholars
argue that we should examine reality based on context (Hajer, 1994; Schmidt, 2008).
However, discourse contains not only the structure (what, where, and how it is said) but
also the agency (who said what to whom and why) (Schmidt, 2008). Agents do not just think
and introduce the discourse, but also discuss it in discursive interactions. Moreover, Schmidt
(2015) explains that these agents have the privilege to take collective action to alter their
institutions.
In order to achieve hegemony, a specific discourse must win over other potential discourses.
The exclusive nature of discourse contributes significantly to its political function. In
environmental politics, discourses shape how we perceive environmental issues. Myerson
and Rydin (1996) in Hajer and Versteeg (2005) explain that the meanings given by discourse
influence the political outcomes such as institutions and eventually become the context of
environmental discussion. As society accepts the dominance of a particular discourse, it
gains the power to legitimize actions.
Institutions hold the meaning of “rule of game” that influences the social order. Institutions
are divided into two types: formal and informal. However, I focus solely on the formal type
of institution. A formal institution can be described as an official procedure to shape the
strategies and goals of social actors (McBeath and Rosenberg, 2006). Meanwhile, according
to Leroy and Arts (2006), institutionalization refers to “gradual stabilization of definitions of
problems and approaches, of strategies and solutions in and around specific policy
domains.” Based on the given definitions, institutions generate an impactful authority and
institutionalization is the bargaining process of various interests to settle on an institution.
Environmental institutions have never been as vital as they are now; an era which is called
the Anthropocene. However, since environmental issues are highly complex and intertwined
with other sectors, their institutions have been politicized and depoliticized. Consequently,
the inevitable dynamic of environmental issues has led to alterations of numerous
institutions.
Put simply, institutional change is a modification of arrangements that redirect action
(Frechette and Lewis, 2011). As mentioned in the previous chapter, the arrangement of a
7

policy includes discourse, actors, resources, and rules (Arts et al., 2006). Change in one
dimension can influence others and, eventually, the institution itself. This type of change
can be categorized as “deep” institutional change. Wiering and Arts (2006) explain that
“shallow” change only occurs in the discourse while deep change refers to shifts that lead to
the change of the entire policy arrangement. Furthermore, Ochieng et al. (2016), illustrate
the shallow change happens outside the policy arrangement itself and usually is expressed
in public domain such as speeches, expert debates, or statements in media. Deep
institutional change acknowledges that shifts that happen in discourse, actors, resource, or
rules influences policy arrangement as a whole.

2.2. Analytical Framework
This study is conducted in an interpretative manner. Four dimensions of each policy
arrangement are analyzed utilizing the Policy Arrangement Approach (PAA). However, as
discourse is the fundamental dimension, I first operationalize the discourse analysis to
identify the dominant discourses. Then, the analysis moves forward to explore other
dimensions, which are actors, resources, and rules. The results from both discourse analysis
and PAA are used to apply Discursive Institutional (DI) analysis to understand how the
discourses influence each policy arrangement. Moreover, DI analysis helps to shed light on
the political dynamics behind identified institutional changes.
Discursive Institutional Analysis
By applying DI analysis, I examine the discursive dynamics process behind each institution’s
construction. As described by Schmidt (2015), DI theory has the ability to “theorize about
ideas and discourse in their many different forms, types, and levels as well as in the
interactive processes of policy coordination and communication by which discourses are
generated, articulated, and contested by sentient agents.” In this research, I explore the
process of policy coordination rather than policy communication. The latter covers the
dialogue between political actors and the public, while the former contains discussion
among policy actors. Schmidt (2010) explains that DI analysis has two components attached
to it, which are the ‘discursive’ and ‘Institutional.’ The discursive speaks for the interactive
and cooperative process of actors with preferred narratives. The Institutional represents the
institutional context that enables the maintenance of the discourse construction process.
One argument that distinguishes DI from other Institutional theories is that humans are not
entirely driven by rational choices, social norms, or routines but by “knowledge production
and interpretation” (Arts and Buizer, 2009). In Rational-Choice Institutional (RI), rational
calculation is considered as the determining factor for actors in the decision-making
process. The institution is solely rule of the game that is used by actors to gain maximum
incentives. In other words, humans are strategic and individualistic actors who follow rules
for personal gains (Dowding, 1994). Meanwhile, in Sociological Institutional (SI) theory,
humans are primarily social beings. Actors adhere to the “logic of appropriateness” framed
through institutions. Institutions act as social norms that mediate humans’ behavior.
Therefore, culture, such as values, norms, identities, is a crucial influence. For Historical
8

Institutional (HI), humans are seen as self-interested individuals who still try to abide by the
norms (Steinmo, 2008). Path dependencies created by rules, procedures, routines, patterns
explain political outcomes. In other words, humans put the path dependencies into
considerations to maximize their interests.
The similarity between RI, SI, and HI is that motivations of actors in decision-making are
fixed or highly deterministic. This makes these theories more suitable to explain policy
continuity rather than policy change. Their rigidness makes them incapable of identifying a
shift in the dimensions of institutions. Any change is seen as a product of external forces
that may happen outside of actors’ interests. For example, HI scrutinizes change as an
incremental process which is ignited by outward conversions. From a DI perspective, change
happens internally within the policy arrangement. According to Schmidt (2010), DI can
reveal the in-depth explanation of the content of the institutional change and how it alters
the arrangement.
Policy Arrangement Approach
Even though DI analysis acknowledges the discursive relationship between discourse and
institution, it does not thoroughly explain institutions. Ochieng et al. (2017) criticize how DI
portrays institutions as rule of the game only, whereas policy arrangement approaches
include more than just the dimension of rules. Thus, to comprehensively employ DI
analysis, I combine this with the Policy Arrangement Approach (PAA). Policy arrangement
can be defined as a temporary stabilization of a particular policy domain (Arts et al., 2006).
Four dimensions that shape a policy arrangement according to Arts and Buizer (2009) are (1)
discourses, (2) actors, (3) resources, and (4) rules. The discourse here represents
the ‘discursive’ component of a policy arrangement, while the other three dimensions
demonstrate the ‘Institutional’ component of DI analysis.
As this study focuses on the policy coordination process, the identification of discourse
involves two out of three levels of ideas proposed by Metha (2011), namely: programmatic
and philosophical ideas. Programmatic idea is the underlying notion of a policy. The
programmatic belief constitutes the frame of the problem and, consequently, the formula
for ideal solutions. Meanwhile, the philosophical ideas work in the background of a policy
program. Schmidt (2008) states that the philosophical ideas are public sentiments or
worldviews that provide “ideas, values, and principles of knowledge and society.” To identify
these two ideas, I use discourse analysis. For the programmatic ideas, the analysis is based
on the “discourse as framing”’ perspective. The discourse as framing is crucial because of its
ability to shape not only the meaning of a particular issue, but also the suitable solution for
it. Snow and Benford (1988) in Arts and Buizer (2009) explain that frame could be used to
legitimize specific behavior or action. Meanwhile, the philosophical ideas are explored by
studying literature of both international and national ideas on customary or indigenous
forests.
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The actors or the players of the game are viewed as having agency in and over discourse. In
policy formulation, actors do not just introduce, but also communicate and change their
narratives. This concept can be further explained based on what Schmidt (2010) describes as
“background ideational abilities” and “foreground discursive abilities”. The background
ideational abilities mark the capability of actors to conceptualize meanings, while the latter
abilities allow them to communicate meanings to change or maintain institutions. During
this discursive process, actors might establish a coalition. Coalitions can come into being
when there is a need to advocate for the same discourse or challenge the competing one
(Ochieng et al., 2017).
To support the coalition, actors would have to utilize and marshal their resources. In this
context, resources can also be translated as power used to achieve the actors’ goals of
hegemony (Arts and Buizer, 2009). In this study, the explanation of actors and resources go
hand in hand. The final dimension of policy arrangement is rules. Ochieng et al. (2017)
describe rules as “laws and procedures that define the way a policy issue should be
conducted.” Rule of the game controls and justifies the decisions regarding the policy frame
agenda, or procedures.

Figure 1. Analytical Framework
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3 METHODOLOGY
This chapter explains the methodological framework of this study. The first part identifies
and justifies the character of the study, especially in relation to the research objective. The
second part lays out the types of data and the methods of their collection, while the last
part describes how obtained data is analyzed.

3.1.

Character of the Study

This research is a qualitative study that employs qualitative methods and techniques. The
basis of the study is the case of customary forest institutions in Indonesia between 2012 –
2015. The policy processes of the institutions are best scrutinized with qualitative methods
because they are bound by contexts, not numerical materials. Regarding the research
questions, Qualitative approaches allow for historical analysis of political conjunctures
behind institutional changes. Moreover, the qualitative approach facilitates critical analysis
of the policy arrangement and the discursive processes of both the 2012 Constitutional
Court Decision No. 35 and the 2015 Ministerial Regulation No. 32 on Titled Forest.

3.2.

Data Collection

This study collected both primary and secondary data. Primary data was obtained through
semi-structured interviews to obtain first-hand information from the respondents. The
interviews followed a guideline with a list of topics and open-ended questions to ensure
both efficiency and flexibility. Respondent selection was done purposively and through
snow-ball sampling, where initial key informants connected the author to other
respondents. The respondents were also chosen based on their involvement, relevance, or
expertise.
Table 1. List of Interviewees
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Name
Yance Arizona
Abdon Nababan
Fajar Djati
Nining Liswanti
Yuli Prasetryo
Nugroho
Myrna A. Safitri
Dahniar Andriani
Achamd Sodiki
Emilius Sudirjo
Kasmita Widodo
Jesral Tambunan
Hadi Daryanto
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Maartje de Graaf

Affiliation
Van Vollenhoven Institute, Leiden University
Aliansi Masyarakat Adat Nasional (AMAN)
World Bank Indonesia
Centre for International Forestry Research (CIFOR)
Sub-Directorate of Customary Forest, Ministry of
Environmental and Forestry (MoEF)
Epistema Institute
HuMa
Constitutional Court of Republic of Indonesia
Dayak Kanayat Indigenous Group
Badan Registrasi Wilayah Adat (BRWA)
Batak Indigenous Group
General Directorate of Social Forestry and Environment
Partnerships, MoEF
Tropenbos International, the Netherlands
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In total, there were 13 respondents including local, national, and international actors. The
local actors represent the indigenous communities, while the national actors cover relevant
state officials and Civil Society Organization (CSO) representatives who were directly
involved in the policy processes. In addition, experts both from national and international
affiliations were interviewed. As globalization has intensified international influence on
environmental governance in Indonesia, this study also examines international actors. Data
obtained from experts were used to further comprehend the political conjunctures and the
discursive processes. The list of interviewees can be found in table 1.
Due to flight restrictions caused by the global pandemic of COVID-19, various online
platforms have been utilized for conducting interviews. Interviews have been held either in
Indonesian or English based on the interviewees’ preference. The first twelve interviews
took place between May to July 2020., while the last one occurred several times between
September to December 2020 during my internship in Tropenbos International.
The secondary data was obtained from various documents and literature At the base of this
study lie law and regulation documents. The two main ones are: 1) the 2012 Constitutional
Court Decision No. 35 and 2) the 2015 Ministerial Regulation No. 32 on Titled Forest. Grey
literature such as reports, research, proceedings, policy briefs, statements, unpublished
dissertations, and other types of publications issued by NGOs or CSOs are also included. In
addition, scientific literature from both international and Indonesian scholars have been
reviewed. The secondary data mainly builds the analysis of the enabling political
conjunctures. It also complements the primary data to understand the policy arrangement
such as identifying discourses in the written rules

3.3.

Data Analysis

All interviews except the ones with Jesral Tambunan and Maartje de Graaf have been
digitally recorded. The interview with Tambunan was done via a WhatsApp call due to the
limited internet connection, while the ones with de Graaf happened rather casually. Both
circumstances did not allow recording and are thus documented in the form of written
notes only. The recorded interviews have been transcribed to English and have been coded
based on the research questions, theoretical and analytical frameworks. Secondary data
from the grey and scientific literature has been analyzed in an interpretative manner to
mainly reveal the enabling political conjunctures. Furthermore, both primary and secondary
data have been analyzed according to the Policy Arrangement Approach (PAA) and
Discursive Institutional (DI). Discourses were identified by reviewing both interviews and
documents. Interviews with policy actors contributed primarily to the actor and resource
dimension. Law and regulation documents study build the analysis of the rule dimension.
Lastly, both types of data were analyzed in a critical perspective for the discursive
Institutional.
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4

THE TRAJECTORIES OF THE JUDICIAL VICTORY

The institutional change that has led to the legal acknowledgment of tenurial rights for the
indigenous community was complex and unique. It was certainly not one single
phenomenon but rather a coming-together of both long-term efforts and rare opportunities
that brought about this change. I had the opportunity to interview several involved actors
and researchers that, in combination with the information I acquired from the literatureand document study, allowed me to put all the pieces together. This chapter aims to answer
the research question of “when did the institutional change happen” in which institutional
change refers to the Constitutional Court No.35/2012. I argue that four factors have made it
possible for the remarkable change to happen. They were reforma agraria activism, the
adat movement, the agrarian constitutionalism, and the early influence of REDD+ in
Indonesia.

4.1. Reforma agraria Activism
In this part I try to compress the long development of both the discourse of and activism for
land reform in Indonesia, including their transition into becoming reforma agraria. My
argument is that the fight for customary forest acknowledgement stems from the land
reform agenda. But before I go into that, it is necessary to understand the uniqueness of
Indonesian forests as it was constructed by the notion of “political forest” and the
Indonesian state’s authority to control. The term of the political forest was popularized by
Nancy Lee Peluso, an American scholar, through her book, Rich Forests Poor People, in 1994.
Although her work was predominantly based on forest management on Java island, the
concept of the political forest is relevant nationwide. The political forest can be described
simply as "lands the state declares as forests" (Peluso, 1994). Regardless of its
characteristics or initial identity, with the state as the owner any land can be legally
transformed and labelled as Kawasan Hutan (Forest Area). Forest Area is not necessarily
land covered with forest, nor does all the forested land fall under the category of Forest
Area.
The history of the political forest started during colonialism, demonstrating how the political
forest became the basis of expanding not only the territorial and political authority but also
the source of economic revenue (Pelusoo, 1994). Java island was known for its teak forest,
which produced durable timber for the shipping industry. Pre-colonial times, rural
communities already established a deep dependency on the forest. Local kingdoms
collected taxes for the timber and labor used in the cultivation of the forest from the
communities. When the Dutch came to the trading scene on Java island in the early 1600s,
the kingdoms agreed to transfer the teak forest authority to the Vereenigde Oost-Indische
Compagnie (VOC) (Dutch East India Company). It is said that the VOC misunderstood this
authority as complete rights over the land (Peluso and Vandergeest, 2001). It generated
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resistance from the local peasants who refused to give up their rights over the forest, but
the resistance was muted by the VOC.
After the bankruptcy of the VOC in 1800, the Dutch government took over VOC territories
and established the Dienst van het Boschwezen (the Colonial Forest Service). The Colonial
Forest Service had the authority to map the forest territory and control the forest species
(Peluso, 1994). This institutionalization also marked the separation of the forest from
agriculture and other types of land. To achieve higher forest productivity, in 1849 the
colonial government imported scientific forestry from Western Europe (Rachman and
Siscawati, 2013: 14). This has become the basis of the forestry curriculum in Indonesia until
now. As part of the positivistic school of thought, scientific forestry relies on the positive
affirmation of scientific theories and follows strict scientific methods. At the basis of
scientific forestry lies the portrayal of the forest as a purely biological entity that should be
scientifically managed to maintain a sustainable yield (Pelusoo, 1994). This belief had
successfully promoted the notion that the scientific foresters were the best managers for a
sustainable forest.5 However, as mentioned before, rural communities on Java had a long
and close relation to their forests—dependence even—which was seen as impeding
scientific forestry.
The combination of the teak forest's economic value and the dominance of scientific
forestry created the urgency for the colonial government to obtain a monopoly position on
the forest resource. Eventually, the Dutch gained more power over the local kingdoms
allowing them to issue the Declaration of Domain (Domeinverklaring) in 1870. The Dutch
claimed that all lands on Java and Madura island belonged to the state (the colonial
government). All privately-owned and free land or wasteland (uninhabited or unused land)
would fall under the state's ownership. This law also acknowledged the unfree land or land
that belonged to the native communities. However, the native communities here referred
only to the communities that were legally acknowledged the Dutch, based on racial
discrimination (Peluso and Vandergeest, 2001). The recognition of native communities and
their land was an effort to comply with the 1848 Constitution of the Netherlands East Indies,
where one of the points was the colonial state's responsibility to preserve native welfare.
However, because of its poor execution it was merely an intention and nothing more.
Moreover, the colonial state enforced the Agrarian Law (Agrarische Wet) since 1870 by
allowing private and foreign companies to manage the plantations in Indonesia, including
forest plantations. Ultimately, this policy left rural communities with even more limited
access to natural resources. Besides, the enactment of race-based property rights had left
no room for rural communities, and to an even worse extent indigenous communities, to
manage the forest. The European companies, the Chinese, the Arabs, and some of the royal
5
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families were legally qualified to acquire the management rights (Peluso and Vandergeest,
2001). Decades of injustice had ignited the independence movement in Indonesia. The
founding fathers perceived that the colonial state had exploited Indonesian land but failed
to ensure the people's welfare as commanded in the 1848 Constitution of the Netherlands
East Indies. Therefore, a real state that actually represented the Indonesian people should
be in charge of managing the resources6.
The spirit of land reform became even more prominent right after Indonesia's
independence and had undoubtedly shaped the foundation of the nation. Article 33(3) of
the 1945 Constitution is the highest legal basis for the state's control over land and resource
(hak menguasai negara). It is written that "the state shall manage all resources including
land, air, and water with everything in and on them for the greatest prosperity of the
people." Those who drafted the Constitution argued that unlike the colonial state's right to
own the lands asserted in the Declaration of Domain, the state, as the representation of
Indonesian people, had public authority to control the land and resources (Safitri, 2010:
74). A prominent example of land reform from the independence era was the acquisition of
the Dutch companies and their resources by the state. However, the interpretation of the
state’s right to control was not clear, therefore it was ambiguous whether the state was the
owner of the land or not.
The 1960 Basic Agrarian Law (BAL) finally shed light on the ambiguity of the state’s role. The
law that was issued during the first regime in Indonesia explicitly stated in its General
Elucidation II (2) that:
“…The Basic Agrarian Law is based on the position that in order to achieve what is
stipulated in the Article 33(3) of the 1945 Constitution, it is not necessary and not
appropriate for the Indonesian nation and State to act as land owner. It is more
appropriate for the State, in its capacity as the people’s organization of power, to
act as an Authority Body (Badan Penguasaan).. “
Initially, this law aimed to end the feudal and colonial land reform by fairly distributing the
land and resources, especially to the peasants in which the state acted as the highest
authoritative body. However, according to Safitri (2010), this law has some inconsistencies
regarding the tanah adat (indigenous land). On one hand, it recognizes indigenous
communities' communal land rights as private or titled land. On the other hand, it
legitimizes the delegation of state's rights to all lands, including the wasteland and the titled
land. It is still debatable whether the BAL acknowledges the indigenous land as state land or
independent titled land.

6
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The BAL faced significant resistance from those who still believed in scientific forestry. The
Forest Service in Java, a legacy from the Colonial Forest Service, firmly refused to include the
Forest Area in the land reform scheme. They perceived the BAL as a threat to the scientific
forest management that could only be conducted by trained foresters. They successfully
persuaded the central government to exclude the Forest Area from the land reform scheme.
The Forest Service also lobbied for turning the institution into a state-owned corporation
and in return, promised to contribute their annual revenue to the state (Rachman, 2011:
33). Moreover, the government granted the Forest Service the authority to manage the
forest in thirteen provinces. Consequently, the 1960 BAL only constituted the non-forested
land and therefore signified even more the segregation between forest and non-forested
land.
Before the BAL was fully implemented, it was discontinued after Soeharto took over the
presidency and started the authoritarian New Order regime in 1965. Soeharto's regime was
eminently orientated on economic development by attracting foreign investors for
extractive industries, such as mining and timber. The 1960 BAL was viewed as a hindrance in
achieving the dream of a rich and modern Indonesia. Besides, the BAL was previously
endorsed by Indonesian Communist Party (Partai Komunis Indonesia, PKI), who was accused
of the murder of seven military generals in its coup d' état attempt. The new government
exploited the public anti-communism sentiment to eradicate anything or anyone related,
both directly and indirectly, to communism. Most of the PKI members and followers were
either jailed without trial, murdered, or exiled. It was not surprising that the severe
consequences had also discouraged activists from continuing the land reform campaign.
The Basic Forestry Law (BFL) consolidated in 1967 did not refer to the previous land reform
agenda. The BFL bestowed more power upon the Forest Service by legitimizing the state as
the owner of the forest. The state then had the jurisdiction to classify land as Forest Area
and give concessions to logging and mining companies. Such authority had allowed a great
influx of foreign investment in Indonesia for those lucrative extractive sectors. Furthermore,
in 1983, President Soeharto dismantled the General Directorate of Forestry from the
Department of Agriculture and instead established the Ministry of Forestry. This new
ministry then held the authority over all Forest Area, almost 70% of Indonesia’s land, leaving
the other 30% under the jurisdiction of the National Land Agency (NLA). It is safe to say that
the 1967 BFL resurrected the political forest using the justification of “for the greatest
prosperity of the people”. The state gained legitimacy and exercised their power by
designating land as forest and enforcing its ideology of forest management. The postcolonial political forest marked full state control over the forest, including land, tree species,
labor, and ideology (Peluso, 1994: 4). Hence the New Order regime was also known as the
prime period for scientific forestry.
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The 1967 BFL did not recognize the tenurial rights for indigenous communities nor their
capability in managing forests. Moreover, most of the designation of the forests were onesided decisions from the state with little regards of the actual use nor the social and cultural
landscapes embedded in those areas. The designation process often proceeded without
accurate preliminary field survey (Safitri, 2010:46) and consequently excluded the original
inhabitants from the decision-making process and the management practices afterwards.
Displacement and criminalization of local communities became mainstream phenomena.
Some local communities suddenly became illegal residents because their villages were
included in the Forest Area7 as both production forest and conservation area. The state
control over the forest had been translated into coercive implementation and restrictive
access for the rural community, including indigenous people.
The fall of the New Order regime in 1998 had not just allowed for democracy but also the
rebirth of land reform and the revival of its activism. Land reform transformed into reforma
agraria. Gunawan Wiradi, a notable figure in land reform activism popularized the new
discourse. Unlike land reform that only focused on agricultural land, reforma agraria covers
all kinds of agrarian resources, including forests, plantations, mining areas, and fisheries.
Moreover, he argued that reforma agraria was not just about distributing land to the
peasants, but also about a complete and comprehensive structural transformation on land
and natural resources (Wiradi, 2005). Despite the fact that the land reform and reforma
agraria share core similarities, the new branding successfully created a more positive
attitude from the public and the government.
The period of 1998-2001 also experienced the birth of myriad of new CSOs related to
reforma agraria, peasant movements, indigenous rights, environmental justice, and forest
tenure. Some CSOs became active again after being dormant during the previous regime.
Moreover, many of these CSOs found their place on the national stage to advocate for the
reforma agraria. For instance, the Communication Forum for Community Forestry (Forum
Komunikasi Kehutanan Masyarakat, FKKM) was actively involved in the arrangement of the
new forestry law to replace the 1967 BFL. The new government concluded that the 1967 BFL
was no longer relevant and wanted to integrate more “people” dimensions into the new
law. The FKKM, which consisted of several CSOs, constructed and submitted a draft for this
new law with heavy references to the 1960 BAL8. However, this draft did not make it,
instead the 1999 Law No. 41 on Forestry Law was put into place.
Although being more progressive than the previous law, the 1999 Forestry Law has been the
focus of contention of many CSOs. According to this law, there are two types of forest based
on its property rights: the State Forest and Private Forest. The State Forest is the forest that
is located on land without titled land rights, which includes wasteland and untitled land.
7
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Meanwhile the Private Forest is the forest that is located on land with titled land ownership.
When it comes to the customary forest, the law defines it as “state forest that is located on
indigenous communities’ territories”. In other words, the 1999 Forestry Law acknowledges
customary forest but denies the forest tenurial rights of indigenous community using as a
justification that the state is the owner of the customary forest. Rachman and Siscawati
(2013: 23) argue that this law is the representation of the MoF refusal to view the
indigenous community as a subject that “has the right to have rights”. The state’s definition
of the customary forest and the classification of it in the State Forest type shows the
maintenance of the political forest concept in the post-reformation era. For decades, many
CSOs via various strategies, tried to argue for the alteration of this law but still failed.
After having failed to influence the 1999 Forestry Law, activists tried to revive the reforma
agraria agenda through the People’s Consultative Assembly (Majelis Permusyawaratan
Rakyat, MPR). After the reformation, the Assembly was the highest political entity in
Indonesia. Backed up by several reformist leaders and experts, the campaign successfully
issued a decree, namely the People’s Consultative Assembly Decree on Agrarian Reform and
Natural Resource Management (TAP MPRRI No. IX/2001). This decree gave mandate to the
Indonesian parliament and president to integrate and implement the reforma agraria
agenda in and through national policies9. The Assembly’s decree undoubtedly also boosted
the transformation of reforma agraria discourse in the public’s eye from just the derivative
of land reform to an unfinished national ambition. However, once again, before the decree
was further implemented, it was eventually discontinued as the political regime changed.
The progressive President Abdurachman Wahid, whose leadership had allowed the reforma
agraria campaign to flourish (Rachman, 2010: 56), was replaced by his former vice
president, Megawati Soekarno-Putri. Despite being the daughter of the first President who
started the land reform agenda, she had little interest in and commitment to actualize the
reforma agraria mandate.
A new opportunity for the reforma agraria campaign arose when President Susilo Bambang
Yudhoyono (succeeding Megawati Soekarno-Putri), also known as SBY, released a new land
redistribution program named Reforma agraria. The aims of this program were to solve the
poverty problems and accelerate the national economic growth. SBY appointed Joyo Winoto
as the head of National Land Agency (NLA) to lead the program. Joyo Winoto was wellknown for his passion and involvement in several reforma agraria initiatives. He initially had
expressed his commitment to produce land policies that contributed to poverty eradication
and social justice. NLA launched the National Agrarian Reform Program (NARP) that
targeted 1.1 million hectares of state lands under the authority of the NLA and 8.15 million
hectares of State Forest. Even with the pressure from the President (DiGregorio, 2010: 39),
the Ministry of Forestry (MoF) refused to comply with this program since it could threaten

9
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its power and source of financial income (Rachman, 2010: 78). In the end, Joyo Winoto had
to shift the reforma agraria agenda in the NARP to the more acceptable land title
legalization scheme that did not include the Forest Area.

4.2. The Adat Movement
The formation of Aliansi Masyarakat Adat Nasional (AMAN) (The Indigenous People’s
Alliance of the Archipelago) was initiated by prominent agrarian activists together with
human rights and environmental organizations. In 1993, these organizations organized a
meeting to raise the issue of protection of indigenous rights that resulted in the
establishment of the Indigenous People Rights’ Advocacy Network (Jaringan Pembelan HakHak Masyarakat Adat, JAPHAMA). Decades of injustice experienced by indigenous
communities under the development ambition of the New Order regime drove the urgency
of this discussion. Additionally, the meeting established a definition of Masyarakat Adat
which was “a group of people with the origin (hereditary) in a certain geographical area, and
has a value system, ideological, political, economic, socio-cultural, and their own territory”
(Moniaga, 2010). The birth JAPHAMA stimulated similar but smaller networks throughout
Indonesia, each representing different indigenous communities (Arizona and Cahyadi: 2013,
44). This trend was especially high outside Java island, where it was estimated that twothirds to three-quarters of the land of these regions were under the authority of the
Ministry of Forestry (Rachman and Masalam, 2017: 103). Later, on March 17 th, 1999, a
consortium of Jakarta-based NGOs led by JAPHAMA formed AMAN which marked the
beginning of AMAN’s adat movement based on indigeneity politics.
Indigeneity has been a polemical issue in Indonesia because of the complex and unique
social culture in Indonesia. With thousands of ethnicities with distinct languages and
cultures, residing both in rural and urban areas, it has proven to be challenging to define
indigeneity in Indonesia. Many Indonesians perceive themselves as indigenous because they
continue their adat culture despite having left their ancestral lands. On the other hand there
are communities who still live on their ancestral lands without conducting the adat culture.
Yet, most Indonesians identify themselves with one or several ethnic groups whether they
still perform the adat or not. As mentioned before, indigenous communities (masyarakat
hukum adat) is recognized in the 1945 Constitution. However, the New Order Regime
declined the concept of indigeneity on the basis that all the native Indonesians are equally
indigenous thus no one is exclusively indigenous (Kusumatmadja, 1993). Rather, the regime
chose to label communities who live on their ancestral lands and live life based on their adat
laws as “isolated communities”, denying their indigeneity and rights in doing so.
AMAN describes “masyarakat hukum adat” referring to the international discourse of
indigenous people, which redeems it from the previous condescending isolated community
term. AMAN defines indigenous people as “communities which have ancestral lands in
certain geographic locations and their own value systems, ideologies, economies, politics,
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cultures, and societies in their respective homelands”. Li (2001) critiques this definition
because it shows AMAN’s reluctancy in solving the previously mentioned indigeneity
debate. Rather than solving the problem AMAN kept it vague to be able to recruit more
members. With that definition, AMAN did not just put the Indonesian indigenous people on
the global indigenous map, but also justified its movement on a national level. AMAN and its
supporters argued that indigenous communities–who existed long before the state, both
colonial and Indonesian–should gain self-authority.10 Therefore, AMAN demanded that the
state recognized the sovereignty of indigenous communities to govern themselves and their
resources (Li, 2001: 647). In other words, because of their indigeneity, indigenous people
have the original rights (hak-hak asal usul) to secure and manage their own lands and
resources. Despite their debatable definition, AMAN has successfully developed a network
of indigenous communities that support its claims and demands under the flag of
“communal egalitarianism versus powerful external state interests” (van der Muur et al.,
2019: 385). By 2018, there were 2.366 communities from all over Indonesia registered as
AMAN member, making it the largest indigenous people organization in Indonesia.
AMAN has adjusted its advocacy strategy several times to fit the changing political climate in
Indonesia. During its early years, AMAN focused on organizing mass mobilizations to protest
against several policies and to occupy mining/forest/plantation concession, which Rachman
and Siscawati (2010: 36) called a confrontational strategy. AMAN also campaigned its motto
of “If the state does not recognize us, we do not recognize the state”. When in 2001 the
Indonesian government moved to a democratic-decentralization type of governance, AMAN
responded with new strategies. AMAN was often accompanied by other NGOs in its
endeavors, especially the environmental and agrarian ones. Strategies they used were joint
press releases, petitions, and even direct land occupation (Rachman and Bachriadi, 2006).
DiGregorio (2010: 51) notes that demonstrations and other advocacy strategies were usually
conducted in parallel. It shows that AMAN and its allies realized the interlinkages between
the adat movement and other issues such as environmental justice and reforma agraria,
and therefore the need for joint forces and a combination of strategies. TAP MPRRI IX 2001
and the cancelation of revision plan on 1960 BAL in 2004 were two examples of the parallel
advocacy.
In collaboration with other NGOs, AMAN established a network named Working Network on
Participative Mapping (Jaringan Kerja Pemetaan Partisipatif, JKPP) in 2001. JKPP helped the
indigenous groups to map their customary territories and encouraged the regional
government in developing a framework to legally recognize the maps11. The participative
mapping has grown into a vital resource for AMAN to leverage its bargaining position in
policy arrangement which will be further discussed in chapter 6. JKPP also marked a new
shift in AMAN’s strategy, namely engaging with political elites. Moreover, with the
10
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participative mapping AMAN and JKPP had successfully secured funds from many
international development agencies.
AMAN fully embraced this new political strategy in 2007 after it held its 3rd national
congress. The shift was marked with the appearance of President SBY in the annual
celebration of international indigenous people’s day. The confrontational strategy was
replaced with engagement, through negotiation and political lobbying (Azis and Arizona,
2019: 28). AMAN also embedded itself to the international arena of indigenous movements.
AMAN is involved in numerous international fora, such as: International Indigenous Peoples
Forum on Climate Change (IIPFCC), Global Landscape Forum (GLF), The Climate Summit,
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change Conference of the Parties
(UNFCCC COP), and even the UNREDD, and regards this as a positive achievement.
Consequently, AMAN started to adapt international discourses on indigenous people,
including the romantic associations of indigeneity and sustainability. The prevailing
indigeneity discourse describes indigenous people as “social ethics, morality generally,
politically progressive ideologies, and environmental consciousness” (Canessa, 2018: 314).
Meanwhile, the sustainability discourse is predominantly focused on indigenous
communities’ attachment to nature and self-identification of their culture while relying on
traditional institutions. Thus, this narrative shows us that global actors believe that
returning the tenure to indigenous communities will lead to a more sustainable forest
management12. Additionally, AMAN also seized an opportunity when the SBY regime stated
its commitment to implementing REDD+ in Indonesia which will be described in the last part
of this chapter.

4.3. Agrarian Constitutionalism
The Constitutional Court has successfully enhanced their importance in Indonesia’s
political arena and created a charismatic public image. It is important to understand the
development of this relatively young law institution and how it exercised its limited
authority granting many judicial reviews of constitutional rights, such as the 1999 Forestry
Law. In addition, the role of the chief justices driving this institution in the direction of
agrarian constitutionalism will be discussed.
As mentioned in the previous part, the 1945 Constitution holds the highest place in
Indonesia’s legal realm and assigns the Supreme Court for the judiciary roles. On the other
hand, Indonesia inherited the Dutch colonial civil law system
which authorized the Assembly as the greatest representation of the nation’s democratic
will (Hendrianto, 2018: 43). The absolute power had protected the parliament from
the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. The first two regimes in Indonesia maintained this
condition since it also safeguarded the President’s power. In other words, the Supreme
Court judiciary authority was continually limited by the political elites to facilitate their own
12
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interests. When the Reformation (Reformasi)13 started in 1998 there was pressure from
NGOs, scholars, and lawyers for the Assembly to establish a Constitutional Court. During
that time, Indonesia was one of few democratic countries without a Constitutional Court.
However, the demand was not appealing to the Assembly who was already busy
transitioning the government. Another assumption was that the Assembly wanted to
preserve the old system where the court had inferior judicial power over the
Assembly (Hendrianto, 2018: 46).
Another momentum was in 2001 when the newly sworn President Megawati Soekarno-Putri
wanted to secure her presidency. Her predecessor, Abdurachman Wahid, was impeached by
the Assembly and she wanted to make sure that this would not happen to her. Besides
trying to gain more political allies in the Parliament, her party campaigned for the
establishment of the Constitutional Court with judiciary authority. They framed it in such a
way that the Constitutional Court would only have the judicial power to review and guide
the impeachment process, whereas the Assembly would still hold the political power to
do it. Surprisingly, the Assembly agreed to proceed with this plan. Some experts argued
that the Assembly saw this as a political insurance for the 2004 national election.
With the existence of the Constitutional Court, political parties would be able to request
judicial reviews on the future election result.
In the end, the Constitutional Court was officially established in August 2003 with the
authority to:
1.
Review the consistency of statutes with the Constitution
2.
Resolve disputes over the powers of the state institutions
3.
Decide on the dissolution of a political party
4.
Settle disputes over the result of general elections
5.
Review a motion for impeachment of the president
The President, the Supreme Court and the Parliament have the right to appoint three judges
each making up nine judges in total. This power distribution is to avoid any
unbalanced tendency of the judges towards certain political entities. Moreover, the
Assembly made sure that the Constitutional Court did not possess excessive power by
limiting the duration of a term for elected justice to five years. In addition, the tenure of the
Chief Justice and the Deputy Chief Justice is only two and a half years. This means the
President, Supreme Court, and the Parliament have the power whether to re-elect a judge
or not.

13

Reformasi movement started in 1998 after Indonesia’s economy collapsed following the 1997 Asian financial
crisis. One of people’s demands was the trial of Soeharto’s government and their allies for corruption,
collusion, and nepotism. In May 12th 1998, Soeharto announced his resignation after being president for 32
years. It marked the political transformation from authoritarian to democracy.
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The first generation of the Constitutional Court arguably built a strong political
foundation and set the tone of priorities for the institution. The first Chief Justice
was Jimly Assiddhiqie, a distinguished scholar who has experience being the right-hand man
of President Habibie right after the Reformasi. He began the commitment of the court in
reviewing the state’s right to control as stated in Article 33(3) of the 1945
Constitution wherein he emphasized the “for the greatest prosperity of the people”
requirement. One important example was the Coastal and Remote Islands Law case where
local fishermen and NGOs demanded a review of the 2007 Law on the Management of
Coastal Areas and Remote Islands. Their complaint was that this law was against the 1945
Constitution because the state had used this law to grant the Coast Water Concessions
Rights to private business and in doing so destroyed their livelihoods. The court finally ruled
that the Coast Water Concessions Rights had violated the 1945 Constitution as it did not
meet the “for the greatest prosperity of the people” obligation.
The second generation of the court, led by Mohammad Mahfud Mahmodin (known
as Mafhud MD), continued Jimly’s legacy. Mafhud MD is a law professor with a strong
Islamic background and experience as Minister of Defence and Minister of Justice, both
during Abdurachman Wahid presidency. He was accompanied by Achmad Sodiki, also a law
professor with expertise in agrarian law, as the Deputy Chief Justice. Mahfud MD
publicly expressed several times that the court was committed to defend the poor and
marginalized people. He argued that the Article 33 (3) in the 1945 Constitution must not be
exploited for the state’s interest only and bring injustice for the poor people.
The Constitutional Court’s commitment is known as the agrarian constitutionalism
(konstitutionalisme agraria). According to Rachman and Siscawati (2013), agrarian
constitutionalism refers to a scheme to use the 1945 Constitution as the basis for pushing
the agrarian reform in Indonesia. Arizona (2014), who popularized the term, explains that
the Indonesian 1945 Constitution is essentially an agrarian constitution because it was a
legal response to liberate Indonesian natives from the colonial agrarian capitalism system.
However, this core sentiment had been long forgotten, mainly because of the ambition to
achieve economic growth. Moreover, Arizona (2013) argued that the Constitutional Court
performs judicial activism as it examines agrarian laws that violate the constitutions. In
other words, the Constitutional Court has revived the agrarian constitutionalism in
Indonesia. In the next chapter, I will explain how this commitment from the Constitutional
Court with its dedicated leaders played a significant role in the recognition of the customary
forest.

4.4. The Influence of REDD+
In 2005, the United Nations Framework Conventions on Climate Change (UNFCCC) initiated
conversation on Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD)
framework. The initial REDD mechanism was the incentive-based systems where developing
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countries would receive compensation based on their performance in slowing down the
deforestation and forest degradation rate. The source of finance comes from international
funds, compliance-based schemes (the sale of CO2 offset), and voluntary funds. Later the
REDD framework was developed into REDD+ by adding conservation of existing forest
stocks, sustainable forest management, and enhancement of forest stock (EU REDD Facility:
2). Moreover, REDD+ includes “safeguards”. One of those safeguards is to ensure proper
implementation that does not compromise the social welfare of local communities including
indigenous people.
Indonesia, under the leadership of President SBY, had showed great interest in joining the
REDD+ initiative since it had been officially proposed during the UN Climate Change
Conference in Bali in 2007. SBY publicly expressed Indonesia’s commitment in reducing the
carbon emission by 26% by 2020 or by 41% with international funds during the G20
Conference in 2009. Later, Indonesia and Norway signed the Letter of Intent (LoI) of REDD+
to ratify a one billion USD grant. In the same year, the REDD+ Task Force was established.
The task force produced the first National REDD+ Strategy and designed the Indonesia
REDD+ Finance Instrument, Measurement, Reporting, and Verification (MRV), One Map
Policy, etc. In 2013 SBY issued the Presidential Regulation No. 62 on the creation of the
REDD+ Body to accelerate the REDD+ implementation progress, replacing the REDD+ Task
Force. This body was one of the points in the LoI with Norway and was led by a chair with a
similar authority level as a minister.
Before, the REDD+ Safeguard was formalized, there was a flux of critique regarding the
potential risk of REDD+ in generating more land grabbing. The local and indigenous
communities were seen as most likely to have a disadvantage as many countries did not
recognize their tenurial rights. This had ignited the global campaign of “No Rights, No REDD”
led by NGOs and indigenous organizations. AMAN, together with other NGOs and CSOs,
echoed this campaign on the national level, raising the issue of customary land rights. They
adopted the international discourse of indigenous people’s capability to manage forests
sustainably to fit the REDD+ initiative into their public campaigns and policy advocacy. In
2012, AMAN, JKPP, and Registration Body of Indigenous Territory (Badan Registrasi Wilayah
Adat, BRWA)’s attempt to have their participatory map of indigenous forest accepted by the
REDD+ Body succeeded. Their map was integrated into the One Map Policy. They hoped the
map could be used as a database in recognizing the tenurial rights of customary forests and
therefore accelerate the REDD+ programs.
The SBY regime publicly welcomed the requirement of tenure clarity and security on the
REDD+ Safeguards. The head of the REDD+ Body, Kuntoro Mangkusobroto, admitted that an
appropriate tenure arrangement was necessary for REDD+ and therefore recommended the
customary forest rights acknowledgment. In several of his public speeches, SBY claimed that
the REDD+ required all levels of government to challenge the old conception of forests as a
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commodity. He explained the importance of other economic, environmental, and social
benefits offered by REDD+ for local communities’ welfare. Thus, he promised that the state
would recognize customary rights. The then Minister of Forestry, Zulkifli Hasan, also
expressed that his ministry would support global partnerships to increase the regional
income and direct benefit for both local and indigenous communities.

Figure 2. President SBY with the REDD+ Task Force in 2011 (source: hukumonline.com)

Although in the end those national institutions did not really attempt to actualize the
customary forest rights, they illustrate the acceptance and adoption of the global discourse
of and on indigenous peoples. The prevailing notion was that the indigenous people who
had lived on the land - and had cultivated the forest for generations, know their forests the
best and had proven to be able to carry out sustainable management.14 Their ability to
preserve and their commitment to continue the sustainable practices makes them crucial in
the REDD+ scheme. Arguably, many international agencies including donor agencies agreed
on this narrative and thus brought it to Indonesia. The NGOs and CSOs utilized the narrative
and marketed indigenous peoples as sustainable actors. How this global discourse
eventually infiltrated other institutions, especially the Constitutional Court, and how AMAN
used it in one of their frames will be further explained in the 5th chapter.

4.5. Conclusion
Indonesian Constitution of 1945 recognizes the indigenous community and their rights but
this political recognition has never fully manifested. The state’s authority of control has
been exploited for decades to achieve economic growth, mirroring the colonial state model.
This had allowed for what Rachman and Masalam (2017:99) call “systemic land
dispossession” by the state that put rural communities including indigenous people at a
disadvantage. In addition, the scientific forestry that had been imposed since the colonial
14

Interview with Fajar Djati, World Bank Indonesia
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times had successfully promoted the trained foresters and the state as the most capable
actors in forest management. The scientific forestry combined with the state authority to
control natural resources had sustained the political forest in Indonesia which justified the
one-sided designation of any land into Forest Area owned by the state. Consequently, the
indigenous community were deprived of the customary forest tenurial rights which had led
to criminalization and displacement as well as the narrative of their ability in managing the
forest resources.
I argue that the fight for customary forests is part of a bigger struggle (and activism) for land
reform. Land reform has had a long history in Indonesia and survived different regimes
before being transformed into a new discourse often referred as reforma agraria. When
Indonesia entered the democratic regime, the reforma agraria activism revived and gave
birth to adat movement, including the establishment of AMAN, the biggest indigenous
organization in Indonesia. Meanwhile, reforma agraria continued to be molded into the
national policy but failed to include the Forest Area because of the reluctance of the
Ministry of Forestry to distribute its power. On the other side, AMAN marked the prominent
indigenous movement in Indonesia. It utilized various strategies including the mass
mobilization, media pressure, electoral endorsement, before employing judicial advocacy.
Advocacy through official judicial review requests became a possible option because of the
commitment of the Constitutional Court. The Constitutional Court was established in 2003
under a new democratic political environment in Indonesia. Under the leadership of notable
scholars, the Constitutional Court has revived the Agrarian Constitutionalism and has
proven its commitment to side with marginalized communities who were dispossessed and
impoverished due to the state’s obsession to control the use of land.
Moreover, the interest of SBY’s regime to join the REDD+ scheme has subsequently allowed
the international support for indigenous communities echoing in Indonesia. The
government of Indonesia has become more aware of the urgency of tenurial clarity and
security for indigenous communities as required in the REDD+ Safeguard. In the next
chapter, I will describe the arrangement of the 2012 Constitutional Court Decision by
unveiling the discourses, actors, resources, and rules relevant to the decision. It will become
clearer how the reforma agraria activism, the development of AMAN strategies, the
Commitment of the Constitutional Court, and the influence of REDD+ had made it possible
for the remarkable arrangement of the Court’s decision.
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5 THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL
RECOGNITION
The Forestry Law has been used to exploit the state's right to control and appropriate
indigenous lands. However, it required a lot of time and money to revise the law because it
needed support from major political parties in the House of Representatives (Dewan
Perwakilan Rakyat, DPR) (Afiff and Rachman, 2019: 459). Thus, AMAN chose to take the
judicial route by applying for a formal review on the law through the Constitutional Court.
This chapter presents the Policy Arrangement Approach (PAA), the analytical framework
used to understand and analyze the institutional change brought by the Constitutional Court
Decision No. 35/2012. I will show how each discourse shapes a reality of the customary
forest, which actors play an important role in the construction of this discourse. Section
5.2 shows how the involved actors mobilize their resources to advocate their discourses and
support coalitions. The explanation of the relevant institutions before and after the
institutional change are discussed Section 5.3. The last section concludes the PAA analysis
and answers the research question of “How were the policies regarding the customary forests
arranged?”.

5.1. Discourses
I identified three dominant discourses in the arrangement of the Constitutional Court
Decision No. 35/2012. The first one is on indigeneity that became prominent thanks to
the adat movement. The second discourse is on the customary forest as a part of human
rights, which is influenced by the international idea of indigenous rights. The last one is on
social justice frame that is particularly strong in the Indonesian judicial domain. In the
following paragraphs I will show how each discourse shapes a reality of the customary
forest, which actors play an important role in the construction of this discourse, and reflect
on relevant literature.
Indigeneity
The framing of customary forest as an integral part of indigeneity is present in the judicial
review requested by AMAN and the Constitutional Court decision document. In the analysis
of the judicial review request document, the primary argument is built on the fact that
indigenous communities have existed long before the state has. These communities have
been able to maintain their livelihoods and culture independently for generations based on
their self-identification. They have developed strong ties to the forest because the forest is
intrinsic to traditional livelihood and cultural identity. Therefore, rejecting the customary
forest concept means denying the long history of communities' indigeneity.
The indigeneity discourse successfully continues to be dominant in the Constitutional Court
decision, where the judges acknowledge the uniqueness of the indigenous communities'
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indigeneity. Indigeneity is part of the diversity of Indonesian people recognized by the
Constitution and should therefore be protected by the state. The indigeneity is seen as a
package of special rights. The right to own the forest they have been inhabiting or managing
traditionally for generations is part of the package. In other words, the customary forest is a
subsequent right of the indigenous community because of the indigeneity they possess.
Linking the customary forests to indigeneity to fight territory dispossession is nothing new.
Indigenous people and their supporters often negotiate indigenous cultural values to the
state to reclaim natural resources. For example, indigeneity came to a notable rise in
Bolivia's early 1990s when rural peasants began to self-identify as indigenous to demand
territory (Postero, 2013: 109). Li (2010) comes to a similar conclusion. She argues that in
Asia, including Indonesia, the association of indigeneity with collective landholding of the
forest is one of the central discourses used to defend indigenous groups' livelihoods and
culture. The indigeneity discourse usually focuses on the permanent and cultural connection
between indigenous communities and their lands, making them entitled to the forest
ownership and management.
Human Rights
The framing of the customary forest as one of the indigenous people's fundamental human
rights is developed by AMAN. As a constitutional state, Indonesia is obliged to respect,
protect, and fulfill the basic human rights of its people. The state's pledge to human rights is
also reflected in the Constitution and numerous national laws. The indigenous people are
undeniably Indonesian citizens, which means the protection of their rights should be a part
of the state’s obligation. As humans, indigenous people are also subject to basic human
rights including the right to own property, the right to security of person, the right to full
development of one's personality, and the right to improve quality of life. When the
customary forest falls prey to landgrabs, indigenous communities are stripped from their
rights Without the customary forest, they lose their livelihoods options and therefore
cannot support the improvement of their life. In other words, the state breaks its pledge to
humanity by categorizing the customary forest as state forest, seizing the indigenous
people's basic human rights. Moreover, as the Constitutional Court agreed on this frame,
the judges highlight the state's duty to ensure that every citizen, including indigenous
citizens, has their basic human rights.
The human rights frame of customary forests concentrates on how the customary forest, as
a part of recognizing indigenous communities' cultural distinction, must be accepted as a
form of respecting fundamental human rights. The frame derives from anthropologists'
success in advocating the extension of human rights to the collective and cultural rights of
indigenous groups in the 1980s (Hanna and Vanclay, 2013: 148). One of their reasons was
that one could not perform one's culture alone or without other community members.
Moreover, these cultural rights include the rights to access land and natural resources,
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including forest, to exercise and sustain their culture (Anaya, 2004: 15). The human rights
frame is often used since most countries have ratified the international treaties of human
rights and express their commitment to uphold them.
Social Justice
Similar to the previous discourse, the social justice frame is prominent in both the request
and decision document albeit with a slightly different angle to it. AMAN's main highlight was
Article 5 of the Forestry Law 1990, which set the customary forest under the category of
state forest. This categorization has served injustice to the indigenous communities—the
original inhabitants and the previous forest owners—because of all the restrictions that
come along with it. They could no longer independently manage their previous livelihoods
and socio-cultural practices on their territories, the customary forests. Numerous
indigenous groups were evicted from their land to make way for concession and
conservation areas. Eviction was seen as a violation of their indigenous rights
which were recognized by the Constitution. On the other hand, the state has a
constitutional mandate to run a just nation where all citizens are protected and
accommodated to practice their rights. AMAN argued that the state had failed to do so.
Therefore, it is judicious that the social justice is restored by returning the ownership of the
customary forest to the indigenous groups and letting them govern their territories based
on the adat law or indigenous law without intervention from the state.
The depiction of customary forest under the social justice frame
is also used by the judges who agreed that the Forestry Law had treated the indigenous
community differently from the rest of Indonesian people by classifying the customary
forest as state forest. The discrimination has led to indigenous members' inability to benefit
from Indonesia's natural resources, which, according to the Constitution and the nation's
philosophy, are supposed to be managed for the people's prosperity. The Court agreed that
indigenous communities were the victims because they lost their rights because of state
power abuse that advantaged mostly businesses. Thus, the ownership of customary
forests must be returned to its respective proprietor, the indigenous groups. However,
they would not be granted complete sovereignty over the customary forest before everyone
is equal before the law. All arrangements in the customary forest management must follow
the existing national regulations with the state's approval.
The above social justice frame of the customary forest shows how the social justice
narrative has developed more than just an argument for the distributional scheme. It does
not just require the inclusion of an indigenous group to access natural resources because it
is morally proper, but also demands recognition. Schlosberg (2004: 536) explains that at the
basis of distributional injustice lies the lack of recognition of cultural difference which has
led to institutional domination (i.e.: the state’s ownership of the customary forest). Royer et
al. (2018: 172) also argue that social justice in community-based forestry calls for
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recognition, which means eliminating cultural or institutional oppression of dominant
groups over others. Therefore, returning the customary forest ownership to the indigenous
communities fits this social justice frame as it recognizes their traditional tenure system and
thus grants them access.

5.2. Actors and Resources
The process, from requesting the Forestry Law review until the Constitutional Court
decision, was dominated by three main actors: civil society actors, the Constitutional Court,
and the Ministry of Forestry (MoF). I choose to label these actors as a civil society because
they represent either the state or private entities. Though AMAN acting as the primary
applicant of the request, they led a coalition of CSOs and were supported by several
indigenous groups. Although the Constitutional Court and the MoF are both state
institutions, they are treated separately in the analysis because they had different roles and
point of views during the process. I will discuss their roles, which discourses they advocated,
the coalitions they made, and the resources they shared.
Civil Society
Three entities were referred to as the “applicant” on the documents, namely: AMAN,
the Kenegerian Kuntu Indigenous Community, and Kasepuhan Cisitu Indigenous
Community. AMAN was represented by the then-general secretary Abdon Nababan.
.H. Bustamir from Riau and H. Okri from Banten acted as the representation of each
indigenous groups respectively. AMAN, as the central actor in this alliance, was clearly
familiar with cooperating with indigenous groups. By the time of filing the review request in
2012, AMAN was already 13 years old. The network of the indigenous communities under
its umbrella had grown massively and proliferated throughout Indonesia. AMAN did not just
cover advocacy in the political arena, but also had numerous grass-roots programs
exclusively for indigenous groups. Examples are: cooperatives for indigenous crafts, the
indigenous curriculum in the local education system, youth and women empowerment, and
cultural heritage preservation. Thus, it is unsurprising that AMAN represented itself as a
private entity who "cares deeply about the indigenous communities in Indonesia" in the
judicial review request. Also, the presence of the indigenous groups strengthened AMAN's
claim and the alliance legitimacy in requesting the judicial review over the customary
forests.
Although located on different islands, Kenegerian Kuntu and Kasepuhan Cisitu share many
similar traits. Both of them have been granted official recognition as an indigenous group by
their regional government. They are mentioned in several historical manuscripts owned by
other communities, which supports their self-identification as an indigenous group and
establishes their claim of existence as predating the existence of the colonial and Indonesian
state. Both communities claimed that they had suffered because of the enactment of the
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Forestry Law. They argued that they had lost their traditional livelihood options and could
no longer uphold their culture because of the land grabbing legitimated by the Forestry
Law.
Both indigenous groups delivered their stories as sustainable-oriented indigenous
communities and as the causal victims of the social injustices brought by the Forestry
Law. Kenegerian Kuntu's customary forests had been included in the concession of Riau
Andalan Pulp and Paper (RAPP) since 1994 when the license was issued by the MoF. Their
customary forests were cleared out to plant Acacia forests to produce paper pulp. It meant
that the marginalization and the conflicts between Kenegerian Kuntu and RAPP had been
going for almost 20 years. Kasepuhan Cisitu had been victimized by the state's right to
control since the colonialization era. The Dutch government categorized their forest as
Protected Forest in 1924. The appropriation extended to almost their entire territory
already, including their residential area, when MoF changed the status into Strict Reserve
Areas and later to National Park. Ironically, the MoF granted a concession license for P.T.
Aneka Tambang, Tbk. to start a gold mine inside the national park. The applicant brought in
six witnesses from different indigenous groups across Indonesia. These
witnesses emphasized the three discourses through stories of customary forests importance
in their livelihoods and cultural activities, being uninformed on categorizing their lands into
State Forest Area, and experiencing eviction or even criminalization the state or
companies.

Figure 3. One of the trials during which AMAN invited two witnesses from the Rimba indigenous group and expert Dr
Maruarar Siahaan (source: aman.or.id)

In addition, AMAN meticulously used its extensive network by inviting five experts to
support their argument during the trials. These experts consisted of very well-known and
articulated activists, lecturers, and lawyers. They
were Dr Saafroedin Bahar, Noer Fauzi Rachman, Prof. Dr Ir. Hariadi Kartodiharjo, M.S.,
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Prof. Dr I Nyoman Nurjaya, S.H., M.H., and Dr Maruarar Siahaan, S.H. Each expert brought
an explanation in support of one of the three discourses AMAN brought in the
trials; Dr Saafroedin Bahar, an army deputy and lecturer, highlighted the human rights
dimension; Prof. Dr Ir. Hariadi Kartodiharjo and Dr Maruarar Siahaan, S.H. shared their
insights on indigeneity; Prof. Dr I Nyoman Nurjaya, S.H., M.H.
and Noer Fauzi Rachman pointed out the social injustice brought by the Forestry
Law. Interestingly, all of these experts had a very close relation with either AMAN or the
judges. For example, Noer Fauzi Rachman, a highly respected activist and lecturer, was
involved in establishing AMAN in 1999. Dr Maruarar Siahaan, S.H. was a former
Constitutional judge and Prof. Dr I Nyoman Nurjaya, S.H., M.H. taught in the same law
department in Brawijaya University with the then Deputy Chief Judge,
Prof. Dr H. Achmad Sodiki, S.H.
Even though on paper AMAN was the only CSO that was mentioned in the Court ruling,
AMAN did not work independently. My interview with AMAN reveals that since the stakes
were high, AMAN thoroughly prepared the materials for the review request with several
CSOs, such as Community and Ecological Based Society for Law Reform (Perkumpulan untuk
Pembaharuan Hukum Berbasis Masyarakat dan Ekologis , HuMa), Public-Interest Lawyers
Network (PILNet), and Epistema Institute15. These three organizations share a similar
position on the customary forest polemic with AMAN. They believe that law reform was
crucial to ending the oppression towards indigenous communities and to reclaim
their rights16. This coalition started when HuMa, Epistema, and AMAN were formulating an
academic brief for the Assembly for Adat Law Communities' draft bill. In the middle of
composing the brief, AMAN expressed the idea of reviewing the Forestry Law. They started
to conduct numerous Focus Group Discussion (FGD) to discuss the issue and co-create
opinions. Both Epistema and HuMa had experience in working with and for several
indigenous groups. Even more, they were filled with many western-educated activists who
had been active in the land reform and indigenous movement for decades.
Therefore, Epistema and HuMa provided peer-to-peer learning opportunities and expertise
consultancy in this coalition.
In order to complement the academic consultancy with law expertise, AMAN invited Public
Interest Lawyers Network (PILnet) to the coalition. Some of PILnet's members also worked
for AMAN in its advocacy department. This interlaced relation undoubtedly eased the
process of the coalition. PILnet was assigned to analyze the feasibility of the judicial review
and to develop legal strategies. AMAN named this team of lawyers The National Indigenous
Community Advocate Team (Tim Advokat Masyarakat Adat Nasional). Consisting of seven
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Interview with Abdon Nababan (former General Secretary of AMAN)
Interview with Yance Arizona (former Researcher at Epistema Institute) and Dahniar Adriani (Executive
Coordinator of HuMa)
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lawyers, this team then acted not only as the law counsellor during the preparation but also
as the applicant's official advocate during the trials.
Constitutional Court
As mentioned in the previous chapter, one of the Constitutional Court’s authority is
reviewing the consistency of statutes with the Constitution. It allows individual Indonesian
citizens, customary law communities, public legal or private entities, and state institutions
to bring an application before the court. The court can only review the laws passed after the
first amendment of the 1945 Constitution in 1999. The decision made by the court is final,
which means you cannot sue them again nor can the decision be reviewed. Although the
judicial review authority was initially aimed to prevent power abuse by the Assembly and
the President, the first batch of judges successfully maximized it to start the judicial activism
(Butt, 2014).
The previous chapter also brought up the judicial activism that scholars called the “agrarian
constitutionalism”. The activism highlights the court's commitment to
upholding marginalized communities in the agrarian or land reform polemic. Although
exercised in different styles, both Jimly Assidique and Mahfud MD, former Chief Justice,
proclaimed that the court fought for social justice promoting more significant benefits for
the poor and disadvantaged people (Hendrianto, 2018). Many of the court's decisions were
made referring to the constitutional mandate of ”for the greater prosperity of the people”
which is laden with the social justice discourse.
Thus, it is unsurprising that the court also framed the customary forest case as a social
justice matter. For the court, the indigenous communities are citizens who have suffered
from the Forestry Law that benefits private companies and the state instead. Granting back
the ownership was seen to be able to give justice to the indigenous communities.
Moreover, the court also portrays the customary forest as an enabler for the indigenous
community to access and exercise their basic human rights. The court refers to human rights
as the essence of the Constitution. The court likely used its judicial power to proceed their
frames of the customary forests.
It is hard to justify that the court, being the one to make the decision, formed a coalition
with other actors. Since the court granted the application, it is unlikely that the court allied
with the accuser, the Ministry of Forestry. However, based on interviews done with AMAN
and the former Deputy Chief Justice, there might be a circumstantial coalition between the
court and the involved CSOs. Most of the judges were primarily progressive scholars who
were undeniably knowledgeable and vocal about social justice. For example, Prof.
H. Achmad Sodiki, S.H., M.H., the drafter of the decision, was an agrarian law professor with
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experience in working together with CSOs since he was a young judge17. Some of these
judges have even interacted with CSOs before their tenure at the court, although not
exclusively with AMAN. This indicates that even before this case, the court held similar ideas
on the customary forest and indigenous rights as CSOs did, making this an incidental
discourse coalition.
Ministry of Forestry
The Ministry of Forestry (MoF) was the defendant because it was the institution that
formulated, issued, and implemented the Forestry Law. As explained in the previous
chapter, the MoF ruled almost 70% of Indonesian land based on the justification of the
state's right to control. This authority gave the ministry the power to classify any land into
the Forest Area category owned by the state, including what the applicant claimed to be
indigenous land. For decades, the MoF had defended its power using the Constitutional
mandate's argument for the state's right to control. During the trials, the MoF again
exhausted the same justification.
The MoF didn’t argue why the inclusion of customary forest under the State Forest category
was constitutional drawing upon a certain discourse. Rather they focused on tackling
accusations by reciting several articles and laws. The closest it got to any involvement in the
discursive interaction was by stating that it recognized and respected both human and
indigenous rights, without elaborating on what it meant. Instead, the MoF criticized the
applicant for not understanding the Forestry Law comprehensively and contextually. The
ministry argued that the inclusion of the customary forest in the Forestry Law aimed to
protect indigenous groups and therefore guaranteed access to their constitutional rights.
The MoF also added that that arrangement was correct since it would not threaten the
state's sovereignty.
Despite having extensive resources as one of Indonesia's biggest ministries, the MoF did not
employ much of them. The ministry invited the Assembly and two experts as its witnesses. I
argue that none of them added real value in supporting the trials' MoF's stand. The
Assembly asked the court to evaluate the applicant's legal standing. It emphasized that the
inclusion of the customary forest as State Forest was the consequence of the state's right to
control. The Assembly is indeed a powerful institution in Indonesia. However, it has not
been on good terms with the court for years since the Assembly attempted to decrease the
court's legal jurisdiction several times. The two experts, Prof. Dr Nurhasan Ismail,
S.H., M.Si. and Prof. Dr Satya Arinanto, S.H., M.H., delivered relatively brief explanations on
how the Forestry Law did not violate the Constitution.
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Interview with Prof. H. Achmad Sodiki, S.H., M.H. (former Deputy Chief Justice)
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5.3. Rules
The institutional change process involved two sets of formal rules. The first set was the
existing rules that regulated both the indigenous community and the customary forest, thus
maintaining the status quo until the shift took place. The second set was the formal rules
that emerged after the court's decision.
Table 2. Rules of the 2012 Constitutional Court's Decision No. 35 Arrangement
Before
After
● The ILO Convention No. 169
● The 2012 Constitutional Court’s
● The 1945 Constitution
Decision No. 35
● The TAP MPR XVII/MPR/1998
● The 2013 Handbill of Ministry of
● The 1999 Forestry Law No. 41
Forestry No.1 on the 2012
● The 1999 Human’s Rights law No. 39
Constitution Court Decision No. 35
● The 2004 Regional Government No. 32
● 2014 Law No. 52 on Guideline on
Recognition and Protection of
Indigenous Community
● 2014 Law No. 6 on Village
● 2014 Law No. 23 on Regional
Government

Formal rules constructing the status quo
All laws in Indonesia are subject to be derived from the 1945 Constitution. Despite
containing the nation's values and aspirations, the Constitution undoubtedly has given birth
to the state's right to control legitimacy and subsequently, the political forest. After decades
of abuse of the Constitution by the authoritarian regime, the establishment of democracy in
1998 allowed for new adjustments. Indonesia finally acknowledged the previously
ignored ILO Indigenous and Tribal People Convention No. 169. The Convention encourages
the ILO state members to have the same protection of fundamental rights for the
indigenous group and other groups of citizens. Moreover, indigenous people should be
accommodated to practice their own ways of life and having their own institutions so that
they can maintain and develop their identities within the state framework in which they live.
The state's acknowledgement was reflected in the inclusion of the customary forest in the
1999 Forestry Law, which later became the source of long-term debate of
its categorization.
On the other hand, Indonesia also legally ratified the U.N. Declaration of Human Rights
through The TAP MPR XVII/MPR/1998 issued by the Assembly. The decree contains ten
chapters of primary human rights, but there is no article about indigenous people. However,
the decree led to the formulation of the 1999 Human's Rights Law No. 39 issued by the
President. The Human Rights Law is more detailed, listing and explaining an Indonesian
citizen's rights and duties extensively, including the members of indigenous communities. It
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claimed that their rights and cultural identities, including the right to their ancestral lands,
have to be respected and protected by the law, society, and state.
As we can see, there is a contradiction between the 1999 Human's Rights Law No. 39 and
the 1999 Forestry Law. The categorization of the customary forest into the State Forest
category has inhibited the indigenous groups from accessing their rights to their ancestral
territory. The MoF often defended its law referring to the 2004 Regional Government Law
No. 32. The Ministry of Domestic Affairs issued that law to implement decentralization in
Indonesia. It assigned more authorities to the regional government, including the authority
to grant indigenous community with legal recognition. The customary forest can only be
granted to the indigenous group who holds the legal certificate from the respective regional
government. However, the process of that recognition requires money and expertise which
most of the indigenous groups do not possess. Only communities with connections to NGOs
or the regional government have the opportunity to apply. However, many regional
governments did not prioritize the indigenous communities' legalization since they had to
establish procedures for it. Thus, before the institutional change ignited by the 2012
Constitutional Court Decision, there were only five legally recognized customary forests.
Formal rules emerged after the court's decision
The most vital outcome from the arrangement that also marked the institutional change
was the 2012 Constitutional Court Decision No. 35 on the judicial review on the 1999 Law
No. 41 on Forestry. The judges decided that the article which states that, “the customary
forest is state forest occupied by the indigenous groups” was against the Constitution. Thus,
the Court ruled that the customary forest was no longer under the State Forest category.
Moreover, the decision also lifted the indigenous groups into becoming rights-bearing
subjects. It means the Court granted them basic rights as any other Indonesian citizen had,
including the right to own property or land but in their context, collectively. Even though the
Court’s decision was final and legal, it did not have power on the level of implementation.
Related ministries or national institutions had to ratify and adopt the decision into their
policies.
A month after the 2012 Constitutional Court Decision No.35 was issued, the MoF responded
by releasing the 2013 Handbill of Ministry of Forestry No 1. The bill was addressed to all
regional governors and the heads of forestry departments in Indonesia. The bill aimed to
circulate the court's decision and the subsequent changes in the Forestry Law. Since it was
just a handbill, it contained no legal meaning but instead served to notify related state
institutions about the decision.
In contrast, other related ministries decided to adopt the Court's decision quicker than
the MoEF. In 2014, three crucial laws were released to accommodate indigenous
communities' legal recognition as a legal right-bearing subject. The Ministry of Domestic
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Affairs opened a more straightforward path for the customary forest claim by releasing the
2014 Guidelines on Recognition and Protection of Indigenous Community No. 52. As
mentioned before, the regional government now had the authority to give legal recognition
to the indigenous community. However, there was no definite regulation on how the
process should be conducted. The new law finally provided a more thorough guideline
about the scope, steps, and source of the recognition process budget.
The President issued the 2014 Law No. 6 on villages, and the Assembly distinguishes two
types of villages: the village and the customary village. The latter is defined as a village
occupied or ruled by traditional or indigenous communities recognized by the law and still
maintaining their tradition. It means this law acknowledges the traditional institutions run
by the indigenous communities in governing their village territories. Another law produced
by the President and the Assembly, was the 2014 Law No. 23 on Regional Government. The
Regional Government Law explicitly states that sustaining and empowering the indigenous
culture and institutions is one of the regional government's responsibilities. Moreover, this
law also divided the jurisdiction of recognizing the indigenous groups between local,
regional, and national government.

5.4. Conclusion
I argue that the Court's decision to rule out the 1990 Forestry Law can be categorized as a
deep institutional change within the politics of forest in Indonesia. More than just attaching
new discourses to the customary forests, the decision also ushered a new political dynamic
into the arena of power struggles between the state and civil society. The decision also
overpowered previous formal rules that has been sedimented as status quo. The three
discourses advocated by AMAN were successful in dominating the arrangement. The
indigeneity frame was able to advocate for the special rights of the indigenous communities
to govern their territories. Meanwhile, the human rights and social justice
discourses promoted a new understanding that by putting the customary forests in the state
forest category, the state had failed to implement its mandate in protecting the
fundamental rights of and in ensuring social justice for the indigenous groups.
The success of AMAN to push its discourse in the arrangement was ensured by thorough
preparation. Together with other CSOs, AMAN crafted its arguments and strategies. This
coalition also made its way to the trials where AMAN invited several activists and scholars as
experts, combining them with the indigenous communities' witnesses. During that time, the
Constitutional Court was committed to pursuing the agrarian constitutionalism and to using
its judicial authority as a form activism. Besides, many of the judges had backgrounds in
agrarian law or had worked closely with CSOs before their assignment. I argue that this
resulted in an opportune coalition between the Court and CSOs since they shared similar
discourses. Meanwhile, the MoF did not put up a good fight in defending its authority. The
ministry did invite some experts, but they failed to develop strong arguments to contest
AMAN's review request on the 1999 Forestry Law.
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In the end, the Court's decision changed the national institution of the customary forest in
Indonesia. Related ministries and state offices had to adopt the ruling into their institutions.
However, the MoF seemed reluctant to follow up on the Court's decision and still tried to
protect its authority by altering a couple of subsequent implementing policies. Even though
the Court's decision has ignited profound institutional change, it still needed a follow-up on
the ministerial level to ensure implementation in the field.
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6

SEIZING THE POLITICAL OPPORTUNITIES

This chapter aims to answer the question ”when did the institutional change
happen?” referring to the 2015 Ministerial Regulation No. 32 on Titled Forest. With the
reluctant Ministry of Forestry, the adat movement had to find another strategy to ensure
the ministry complied with the Court's decision. I will show how the activists seized the new
opportunities brought along by the 2014 national election, resulting in the collaboration
between them and the ministry in formulating the new institution.

6.1. Electoral Endorsement Strategy
As explained in Chapter 3, AMAN deployed various strategies to run the adat movement in
Indonesia. After the Court's decision was issued in 2013, AMAN focused on accelerating its
implementation. The decision would not make any difference in practice without the related
ministries' compliance, especially from the MoF. However, there were no signs that
the MoF would adhere to the Court's decision. As described before, the MoF only published
a notification bill instead of adopting the new correction into its institution. Even worse,
the MoF issued the 2013 Ministry Regulation No. 62 which tried to hinder the customary
forests' claim opportunity. AMAN and its alliance responded by expressing their critique
through an official statement and in the media. However, the protests did not reap
any favorable reaction from the MoF. On the contrary, the MoF granted up to 1.6 million
hectares of state forest to corporations, toppling the previous highest record in 1998.
Another strategy AMAN used was encouraging its members to be involved in practical
politics through local and regional elections. In the 2014 national election, AMAN endorsed
181 candidates from indigenous groups to run for the National Assembly, National Senate,
and the Regional Assembly, in which they won 25 seats. Moreover, 15 of AMAN
members were elected as village heads throughout Indonesia. The extensive network had
granted AMAN and its members more access to the local political elites and therefore
helped them progress their programs and popularity at the local level even more.
"Jokowi came to one of our events before the official announcement of him running
for the national election. He approached me and expressed his concern and interests
in the indigenous issues. Then, he asked me if I would like to develop a short brief of
indigenous issues to be integrated into Nawacita, his campaign program. I could see
how sincere he was." (Abdon Nababan, former General Secretary of AMAN)
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Figure 4. The declaration of AMAN’s support for Jokowi for the National Election in 2014 (source: greeeners.co)

Nevertheless, AMAN’s most effective strategy was the decision to endorse Joko Widodo
(colloquially known as Jokowi) as the presidential candidate in the 2014 national election.
Arizona (2019: 27) labels this as a soft strategy wherein the engagement is created through
political negotiation and lobbying. The branding of Jokowi as a down-to-earth political figure
with a civil background was more relatable to AMAN ideologies than the image held by the
other candidate who was a former military general18. From Jokowi’s point of view, AMAN
offered support from millions of its members from 2.366 communities, an untapped giant
voter pool. AMAN publicly endorsed Jokowi, and Jokowi agreed to include the six points of
commitment for the indigenous community in his election program named Program of Nine
National Priorities (Nawacita19). The points of commitment were: the ratification of the
Indigenous Community Bill, the establishment of a Task Force for the Indigenous
Community, review on sectoral institutions, the formation of a national mechanism for
conflict resolution, implementation of the Court's decision, and rehabilitation for victims of
criminalization. Jokowi winning the election opened new opportunities for the movement to
proceed their agenda during the government transition.

6.2. Jokowi's Nawacita
Jokowi is the 7th and current president of Indonesia, serving his first term since 2014. He is
the first Indonesian president who does not come from a political dynasty or has a military
background. He comes from Central Java, portraying a humble Muslim Javanese man. He
finished his bachelor’s degree in forestry before starting his teak furniture company. Later,
18

Interview with Abdon Nababan (former General Secretary of AMAN)
Nawacita is derived from Sanskrit words of Nawa (nine) and Cita (hope, goal). Nawacita primarily served as
the vision and mission of Jokowi’s presidential campaign in 2014. After his win, Jokowi translated the nine
points of Nawacita into his cabinet’s national plan.
19
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he was elected as the Mayor of the city Solo for two periods, from 2005 – 2012. Before
finishing his second term in 2012, he ran for Governor in Jakarta and won. His public
popularity skyrocketed, thus it was not a surprise when his party announced his nomination
as their presidential candidate in 2013.
He invited several scholars, experts and activists to prepare his election program called The
Nine National Priorities Program (Nawacita). Nawacita was aimed to resolve three main
problems faced by Indonesia: the deteriorating state's dignity, the weakening national
economy, and the spread of intolerance and the nation's identity crisis. Out of nine
priorities, two served similar goals with the adat movement, namely: systematic reform to
ensure law enforcement and the social welfare enhancement through land reform. In
hindsight it became clear that AMAN’s endorsement contributed significantly
to Jokowi's victory in 2014.
When Jokowi officially took the presidential seat, he promoted what he called the “Mental
Revolution” to eradicate corruption and increase the bureaucratic performance and
efficiency. Many activists supported this campaign and joined his inner circle to develop
the 2015-2019 Mid-Term National Development Plan
(Rencana Pembangunan Jangka Menengah Nasional, RPJMN). The formulation of
RPJMN was based on Nawacita priorities. Unsurprisingly, with the involvement of numerous
activists, reforma agraria became one of the commitments of the RPJMN
(Affif and Rachman, 2019: 461). The reforma agraria commitments were translated into the
social forestry scheme with the ambitious goal of 12.7 million hectares of forest access
reforms. The social forestry scheme also included the customary forest recognition.
However, the integration of the customary forest in RPJMN and Nawacita did not
necessarily change the MoF's reluctance to comply.
Jokowi also formed the Kantor Staf President or KSP (Presidential Staff Office) to safeguard
the national priority programs' implementation by ministries. KSP has a very high proximity
to the decision-making power as it consults directly to the president. Teten Masduki, a
former anti-corruption activist, was appointed to lead the KSP. Teten brought in several
other activists to KSP to fill advisor and experts’ positions, including the ones
from adat and land reform movement. The infiltration of activists in the central state sphere
brought new discourses and influenced the relationship between the state and activism
(Affif and Rachman, 2019).

6.3. The Merge of the Ministry of Forestry and Ministry of Environment
Jokowi kicked off his first term by re-arranging the nomenclature of Indonesian ministries.
One of them was the merge of the Ministry of Forestry (MoF) and the Ministry of
Environment (MoE) into what is now known as the Ministry of Environment and Forestry
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(MoEF). Although their tasks often seemed related, their previous authorities were remote
with each other and they functioned with different bureaucratic styles.
As explained before, the MoF was dominated by trained foresters who were educated
within the scientific forestry paradigm in several well-known forestry faculties in Indonesia.
These faculties, although scattered all over Indonesia, shared the similar foundation of
scientific forestry. Generally, this concept aimed at a sustainable forest yield based on
scientific forest management. Scientific forest management is best conducted by
professional foresters, leaving little room for local communities' participation in the
decision-making process. Thus, many people have noted how the MoF was
not knowledgeable20 , thus was reluctant to integrate more social forestry.21 The education
system in these faculties also promoted “korsa”, which means something such as “strong
solidarity among the foresters”. The korsa ultimately builds a solid internal fellowship
making it rather exclusive and difficult for other groups or ideas to integrate. Many highlight
the unwillingness of MoF to join the dialogue with CSOs and NGOs wherein their beliefs
could be contested.22 In contrast, the MoE personnel came from more diverse backgrounds
than the ones in MoF did. A lot of them have a social science background, which brought
different perspectives. The MoE was also more welcome to CSOs and therefore had more
experience in working together with them.
Jokowi appointed Dr Siti Nurbaya, doctoral alumna from a reputable agricultural university
and a businesswoman, to lead the new Ministry of Environment and Forestry (MoEF). She
started the bureaucratic reform by choosing new people with activist backgrounds as her
key advisors. For instance, Prof. Hariadi Kartodiharjo, a professor who has actively
supported the adat movement and the expert witness during the Constitutional Court trials
in 2012 from AMAN's side. Another example was Mr Chalid Muhammad, former director of
Indonesia Forum for the Environment (Wahana Lingkungan Hidup Indonesia, WALHI) and
one of the founders of HuMa. The early reform resulted in establishing the Sub-Directorate
of Customary Forests (SubDitHA) under the Social Forestry and Environmental Partnership
directorate, which was also envisioned to implement the Nawacita. Contrary to
many skepticisms because of having worked his entire career in the MoF
only, Dr Hadi Daryanto, the general director, showed enthusiasm and willingness to
integrate suggestions from the adat movement activists.
The new arrangement pushed the MoEF and CSOs closer in a more positive direction.
The MoEF gained more trust from the activists because it was more open to their ideas and
more approachable for dialogue and collaboration. Consequently, the new dynamics also

20

Interview with Fadjar Djati, World Bank Indonesia
Interview with Myrna Safitri, former director of Epistema Institute
22
Interview with Dahniar Adriani, Executive Coordinator of HuMA
21
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benefitted the adat movement in the fight for the customary forest, which will be
discussed in the next chapter.

6.4. Conclusion
The fight was not over when the Court's decision was issued because the Ministry of
Forestry was still reluctant to comply. However, the national election brought new
opportunities for the adat movement. AMAN seized the opportunity by encouraging its
members to run for local and regional elections. Moreover, AMAN decided to
endorse Jokowi in the presidential election, convincing him to integrate several of AMAN's
demands in his election program, Nawacita. Jokowi, with his commitment to reform
Indonesian bureaucratic systems, also invited more activists into his inner circle which
resulted in the inclusion of reforma agraria in the Mid-Term National Development Plan
2015-2019 and the customary forest in the ambitious social forestry scheme.
Another beneficial conjuncture came from the merge of the Ministry of Forestry (MoF) and
Ministry of Environment (MoE) into the Ministry of Environment and Forestry (MoEF). The
once-exclusive MoF had to adapt to new working attitudes and ideas brought by the MoE,
which had been friendlier towards the CSOs. The new minister also appointed several
activists to work as her advisors, which produced the Sub-Directorate of Customary Forests.
I argue that the arrangement represented the right people in the right position at the right
time. In the next chapter, I analyze the 2015 Ministerial Regulation No. 32 on Titled
Forest. This institution was produced by the MoEF and the activists' collaboration, based on
the Policy Arrangement Approach.
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7. THE ARRANGEMENT OF CONTEMPORARY
CUSTOMARY FOREST
The inclusion of customary forest in the Mid-Term National Development Plan 2015-2019
consequently put more pressure on the MoEF. However, the ministry seemed to take it too
slow, which once again frustrated the public. Myrna Safitri, former director
of Epistema Institute, sent an email to Dr Hadi Daryanto, the Social Forestry and
Environmental Partnership directorate's general director. She reminded him about the
urgency of further adaptation of the Court's decision to the MoEF institution and suggested
to open the dialogue. Daryanto invited Myrna and several CSOs to start with what was going
to be numerous discussions that led to the 2015 Ministry Regulation No. 32 on Titled Forest.
This regulation was essential as it ratified the indigenous community as a right-bearing
subject and indigenous forests not as state forest, but titled forest. Also, it served as the
legal scheme that allowed the acknowledgement of the first nine customary forests in 2016.
I interviewed Daryanto and most of the invited CSOs, including Epistema Institute,
AMAN, HuMa, and BRWA. This chapter explains how the arrangement of the titled forest
regulation was formulated based on interviews I did with them and document reviews.
Using the Policy Arrangement Approach analysis, I seek to answer the second research
question, which is “How were the policies regarding the customary forests arranged?”.

Figure 5. Batak Indigenous people thanked Jokowi after given the ownership certificate of their customary forest by giving
him the traditional “Ulos” during the official ceremony at the state palace in 2016 (source: medanbisnisdaily.com)
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7.1. Discourses
I identify three dominant discourses in the arrangement of the 2015 Ministry Regulation on
Titled Forest. The first one is reforma agraria which motivated the CSOs to actualize the
customary forest's legal recognition. The second discourse is the social justice frame
which was continued from the Court's decision. The last one is sustainability which becomes
prominent mostly to justify the indigenous community's ability in managing their forests. I
will show how each discourse of the customary forest is framed, by which the actor this is
done, and reflect on the broader literature.
Reforma agraria
The portrayal of the customary forest using the frame of reforma agraria was eminent
during the ministry regulation formulation process. However, it was rather implicit on the
output, the ministerial regulation. The involved CSOs were dedicated supporters of reforma
agraria for a long time. It is safe to say that their efforts to accelerate the progress of
customary forests acknowledgement derived from their belief in reforma agraria. They
shared the same ideas as reforma agraria reforming the structure of land tenure,
ownership, and utilization to become more just and equitable. This similar association was
not surprising since most of them came from the land reform circle with a long history of
activism. The narrative brought to the dialogue by CSOs was that the legal recognition of the
customary forests was necessary to achieve the desired bigger picture, the reforma agraria.
Moreover, the reforma agraria was the right thing to do and the mandate of Indonesia’s
founding fathers.
The implicit translation of reforma agraria on the ministerial regulation document showed
that this frame served mainly as the philosophical discourse. Although the intention came
from the fight for reforma agraria, it might have been hard to include it explicitly on the
document. As explained in the 3rd chapter, reforma agraria and land reform in Indonesia
still have negative connotations attached to them because of the 1965 communism
incident. Also, reforma agraria has a wide range, making it prone to arbitrary interpretation,
including stripping more authorities from the MoEF.
Some scholars note how reforma agraria has backed up the progress of the communitybased forest scheme in Indonesia, including the customary forest. Resosudarmo et al. (2019)
explain that land reform is mostly implemented by establishing the decentralized forest
management model, allowing land redistribution. Although it does not always
guarantee tenurial security or even ownership, land reform grants more access for the
communities. In the context of the customary forests, the 'state' lands are redistributed not
as space, but as lands subjected to informal tenure system (Sirait et al., 2017). Moreover,
Arizona (2013) highlights that the relevance of the customary forests’ acknowledgement
of reforma agraria is because it implies land redistribution and power distribution between
the status quo and indigenous community.
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Social Justice
The presence of social justice frame during the formulation and on the document, itself was
expected since it was the most dominant one in the Court's decision arrangement. Though it
was not as laden as before, the frame still played a crucial role in pushing the MoEF to
proceed with a new institution. The CSOs coalition promoted the new institution as fulfilling
the social justice for the indigenous communities as the Court has ruled. Their view was that
the MoEF owed the indigenous community, the Court, and the public institutional
ratification that would accommodate the Court's social justice mandate. Moreover, the
ministerial regulation document explicitly stated that the new institution aims to grant legal
certainty and justice for the communities.
Using the social justice frame to portray the customary forest is inarguably effective. The
frame started with advocating the notion of suffering indigenous groups, thus making them
deserve social justice more than ever. One major means to actualize justice is by granting
them access to natural resources. The framing works well in Indonesian context because the
state's mandate to provide social justice for all is an incontestable hegemony. Thus,
demanding the MoEF to recognize the customary forests is seen as merely reminding them
about their responsibilities. On the document, MoEF explicitly states that customary forest
is an essential part of actualizing social justice for the indigenous groups.
Sustainability
The depiction of customary forests under the sustainability frame was used by both the CSO
coalition and the MoEF. For the CSOs, the customary forest is a significant mean for
the indigenous groups to continue to be sustainable agents. It was likely that the CSOs who
promoted the frame during the formulation process were influenced by the international
ideas of indigenous communities' capability to maintain the forest sustainably because of
their eco-friendly lifestyle. The CSO coalition seemed to utilize this frame to relate more to
the MoEF context, which has often defended its policies based on sustainability.
The MoEF also advocated the sustainability frame, which resulted in the ministerial
regulation having been translated into the output. The institution acknowledges that the
indigenous groups conduct sustainable ways of living, making them legitimate to manage
forests. The acceptance shows that the frame also served as the justification for
the MoEF to share its authority with the indigenous communities for the sake of
sustainability. However, this has allowed the MoEF to attach the notion of sustainability on
indigenous practices and values that for indigenous people themselves perhaps have a
different point of departure23 and to determine the indigenous groups' rights and
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Interview with Jesral Tambunan, Bataknese indigenous group
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responsibility. For instance, both local wisdom and traditional knowledge were defined as
cultural values that aim to protect nature and maintain a sustainable environment.

7.2. Actors and Resources
The actors involved in the 2015 Ministry Regulation arrangement on Titled Forest can be
divided into three entities. First was the coalition of CSOs that was led by Epistema Institute
who helped AMAN during the preparation for its review request to the Constitutional Court.
The second was, of course, the Ministry of Environment and Forestry, who, at that time, had
just been newly established by merging the Ministry of Environment and Ministry of
Forestry. Lastly, the Presidential Staff Office (Kantor Staf Presiden, KSP). Except for the KSP,
all these actors were present in the arrangement of the Court's decision. However, the
political conjunctures that took place thanks to the presidential election in 2014 brought
new dynamics between and inside these actors. I will discuss their roles, which discourses
they advocated, the coalitions they made, and the resources they shared.
The Coalition of CSOs
This coalition came to be when the MoEF agreed to start a dialogue upon the request from
Myrna Safitri, then director of Epistema Institute. Safitri later brought along other CSOs to
join the discussion, including AMAN, BRWA, HuMa, WALHI, Indonesian Young Foresters
(Rimbawan Muda Indonesia, RMI), though few more joined a little later. These CSOs were
old friends that came from the same circle of post-reformation activism in Indonesia.
Though they do not necessarily focus on one and the same issue, with the interwoven
nature of land reform, indigeneity, and environmental issues, it is not surprising that they
crossed paths. They often have joint programs or support each other’s agendas. These CSOs
are very proficient on the three discourses that appeared in the arrangement because they
long campaigned those discourses either in their activism or through their programs. Based
on the interviews, they share more or less the same interpretation of those discourses,
making it more natural for them to form a coalition. Their shared meanings did not happen
coincidentally but rather was built through years of extensive collaborations, discussions,
seminars, and even scientific research.
Initially, these CSOs, especially Epistema, played the role of catalysator on the ratification of
the Court's decision in the MoEF institution. Later, the coalition provided expertise, field
information, and access to their database of customary forest network. Most of the CSO
representatives held a higher education degree from western universities. For
instance, Safitri held a PhD in Law from Leiden University with a dissertation on the sociallegal challenges in forest tenure in Indonesia. Dahniar, the director of HuMa obtained a
master’s degree in International Development from the University of Canberra. They also
contributed to the scientific sides of customary forest issue, authoring numerous journal
articles and books. Inarguably, they have not just high but also relevant qualifications to
advise the MoEF .
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Another essential similarity between these CSOs was that they had conducted projects with
indigenous groups throughout Indonesia, which they labelled as assisted communities
(komunitas binaan). They mostly guided these communities in the process of legal
recognition on the regional level. Some have had additional involvements with the
indigenous communities. For instance, AMAN manages numerous empowerment programs.
BRWA conducts the participatory counter-mapping for customary lands,
and Epistema consulted several regional governments in indigenous groups claim requests.
Due to these grassroots programs they had better knowledge of the situation on the ground
than the MoEF. Since most of the assisted community programs were still on-going, they,
and especially AMAN having hundreds of community members, had an extensive database
about the field conditions.

Figure 6. The 2nd Symposium of Indigenous People organized by the CSO coalition (AMAN, HuMA, BRWA, Epistema
Institute, and JKPP) which invited former Chief Justice of Constitutional Court, Jimly Asshiddiqie

BRWA, collaborating with other CSOs including AMAN, actively conducted participatory
mapping with numerous indigenous groups to produce a counter-map. BRWA helped the
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indigenous groups record their territory and translate it into a documentation type accepted
by the law. The counter-map was oftentimes very useful to help the claim process at the
regional level. The counter-map was initially used to contest the national map that did not
recognize the indigenous territory, the counter-map became an essential need for
the MoEF. The expertise, field information, connections, and the map had become
resources shared between the CSOs and boosted their coalition's influence in the
arrangement of the ministerial regulation.
Ministry of Environment and Forestry (MoEF)
The merge of the Ministry of Environment (MoE) and the Ministry of Forestry (MoF) was
one of the alterations of the government nomenclature by Jokowi at the beginning of his
first term. This merge represented a union of two ministries with stark personalities.
The MoE was known to be more friendly to CSOs and NGOs compared to MoF . Moreover,
the new minister also seemed to favor CSOs as she appointed several activists to be her new
advisors. This has led to the establishment of the General Directorate of Social Forestry and
Environment Partnerships (Perhutanan Sosial dan Kemitraan Lingkungan, PSKL) headed
by Dr Hadi Daryanto. The new directorate was soon the home for the new Sub-Directorate
of Customary Forests (Sub-Direktorat Hutan Adat, SubDitHA). SubDitHA was formed to
accommodate and achieve several goals related to the customary forest issue in Nawacita,
the campaign program that turned out to be Jokowi's priority program.
Even though it was filled with senior personnel from former MoF, PSKL faced some struggles
as a new directorate in the beginning. PSKL had a relatively small budget allocation
compared to other directorate generals in MoEF, such as the Sustainable Production Forest
Management and the Forestry Planning and Environment Management directorate-general.
Whereas advancing the customary forest legal acknowledgement required a larger budget,
mostly because the MoEF had never done this before. As the youngest, the PSKL had the
least authority. When it was established, it had no area or zone under its authority.
The progress of customary forest acknowledgement also meant that the youngest
directorate had to negotiate with its older and more powerful siblings. During the
arrangement, PSKL had to make sure that other affected directorates agreed on the soonto-be ministerial regulation articles so that the new institution could be implemented. The
acknowledgement of the customary forest means the release of previously state forests
under the jurisdiction of various directorates in the MoEF. Other directorates were still
reluctant to embrace other discourses such as the social justice and sustainability discourse
and share their authority. Not all of them had become supporters of the idea of returning
forest ownership to the indigenous communities. Most of them still clung to the idea that
the best way to achieve sustainability was through centralized forest management. For
them, the benefits that come from the forest resources will find its way to local
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communities through other channels, via improved national economic growth for example.
Besides, losing state forests also meant losing their source of income.
"I basically had to ask my colleagues (other directorate generals) to give up some of their
areas, their authorities. I could understand why it seemed to be a difficult request for
them, but on the other hand, this was a mandate from not just the minister, the
President and more importantly, the constitution." (Hadi Daryanto, former head of the
PSKL)

At the same time, the MoEF was increasingly pressured to develop a new institution for the
customary forests because the Mid-Term National Development Plan for 2015-2019
included the customary forests. It meant the ministry was responsible for actualizing the
Court's decision. This responsibility was the primary strategy used by PSKL to convince other
directorates during the negotiations. The commitment showed by the Minister of
Environment and Forestry to accelerate the customary forest acknowledgement progress
inevitably created an urgency for other directorates to be on-board. The Presidential Staff
Office (KSP) pushed the MoEF to accelerate its work, claiming the President was waiting for
tangible improvement.
The President’s Staff Office (KSP)
The President’s Staff Office (KSP) was formed to support the President and Vice President in
implementing national priority programs, communicating with the public, and managing
strategic issues. KSP had the authority to ensure, oversee, and evaluate the progress
of Nawacita implementation, especially on the ministerial level. It meant KSP was located in
the center of the government, forming a bridge directly between the President and Vice
President on the one hand and the ministries and the public on the other hand.
As the customary forest acknowledgement was included in the Nawacita, KSP started to
push the MoEF's commitment to actualize it. There was intense pressure from the KSP on
the ministry at the beginning of Jokowi's government because Jokowi wanted to fulfil the
promises made to the public during the campaign period. After winning the national
election, Jokowi enjoyed positive support from the public because he declared a
bureaucratic revolution. He had promised that his government would work faster and more
efficient, thus delivering real and tangible results. With a long history of a corrupt and
unproductive government, the public expected high-quality changes and outcomes
from Jokowi's leadership.
Another reason for the urgency came from the fact that at that time KSP was filled with
prominent activists. Teten Masduki, the head of KSP, was a former anti-corruption activist.
He brought along several other activists, ranging from reforma agraria to adat activists, such
as Noer Fauzi Rachman. Rachman has already a well-known and respected activist who has
been active in the land reform movement since the 1980s. He is currently the chairperson of
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the Agrarian Reform Consortium (KPA) and was involved in establishing several critical CSOs
in Indonesia, including the HuMa and Epistema Institute. He obtained his PhD from UC
Berkeley under Nancy Peluso's supervision and produced a dissertation titled “The
Resurgence of Land Reform Policy and Agrarian Movement in Indonesia”.
In a recent co-authored publication, he shares his story of proceeding the activist agenda to
pursue the customary forest recognition while working in KSP (Afiff and Rachman,
2019). Rachman was positioned as the advisor to the chief of staff in KSP, which enabled
him to interact intensely with the MoEF and maintain the connection with CSOs. He labelled
his new job as “institutional activism” because he was able to push the movement’s agenda
by working for the state. This institutional activism has also allowed Rachman to extend the
coalition of the CSOs by establishing closer relationships with key state officials in the KSP
and MoEF, such as Daryanto, the head of PSKL. During this time, Rachman was actively
advocating the discourses that he had campaigned for a long time already, such as reforma
agraria and social justice for the indigenous community inside the KSP. At the same time, he
was able to push for further legal recognition of the customary forest by putting the topic
on the agenda and having the MoEF and CSOs on board.

7.3. Rules
I will explain several critical formal rules that define the customary forest before and after
the 2015 Ministerial Regulation No. 21 on Titled Forest was arranged. The first focus is the
set of rules issued by other ministries between the Court's decision and the ministerial
regulation issuance. The second is the set of rules issued by the MoEF allowed by the Titled
Forest regulation.
Table 3. Rules of the 2015 Ministerial Regulation No. 32 on Titled Forest Regulation
Before
After
● The 2013 Ministerial Regulation No.
● 2015 Ministerial Regulation No. 32
on Titled Forest
62 on Forest Area Gazettement.
● 2016 MoEF Decision Decree for the
● The 2014 Ministerial Regulation No.
first 9 customary forests
27 on Forest Area Exchange
● 2016 Ministerial Regulation No. 83
● The 2014 Ministerial Regulation No.
on Social Forestry
28 on Procedures for the Release of
● 2019 Ministerial Regulation No. 21
Convertible Production Forest
on Customary and Titled Forest
● The 2014 Ministerial Regulation No.
29 on Procedures for the Forest Use
Conversion
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Formal rules before the arrangement
As mentioned before, the then Ministry of Forestry only issued a handbill to announce the
Court's decision to related offices as the immediate and direct follow-up on the decision.
Several months later, the MoF issued the 2013 Ministry Regulation No. 62 to correct the
former 2012 Ministry Regulation on Forest Area Gazettement. Several CSOs and especially
AMAN highly criticized the new regulation. They argued that instead of complying to the
Court decision, the MoF tried to limit indigenous communities' opportunity to claim their
forests. For instance, article 17 says that land rights apply only for individual and legal
entities, excluding the indigenous community who was just bestowed as a right-bearing
subject by the court. Another example is Regulation No. 62 that added new requirements
for the customary forest claim besides the legal recognition from the regional government,
such as statistical record in village level and at least consists of ten households and ten
houses.
Moreover, in 2014 the MoF consecutively issued more policies to prevent any premature
claim requests from indigenous groups. Through the 2014 Ministerial Regulation No. 27 on
Forest Area Exchange, the ministry limited the subjects that were allowed to request
exchange of forest area to only ministers, provincial governors, regional governors, city
mayors, heads of enterprises, and heads of a foundation. In other words, the indigenous
groups were not included. Numerous of indigenous groups who were in conflict with timber
companies put signs all over the contested territories after the Court’s decision, claiming
that that was their land according to the Constitution. The MoF responded by issuing the
2014 Ministerial Regulation No. 28 on Procedures for the Release of Convertible Production
Forest and the 2014 Ministerial Regulation No. 29 on Procedures for the Forest Use
Conversion. Once again, both regulations excluded the indigenous groups from subjects
who were approved to apply for the release and conversion of the Production Forest.
Formal rules that emerged after the arrangement
After a long process of formulation while continuing the dialogue with CSOs,
the MoEF finally released the 2015 Ministerial Regulation No. 32 on Titled Forest, its first
official follow-up regulation for the Court's decision. With intense involvement of the CSOs,
many regarded this regulation as the infamous “CSOs’ piece”. This regulation finally corrects
the division of forest area in Indonesia, in which the customary forest is no longer under the
category of State Forest. It also ratifies that the indigenous groups are rights-bearing
subjects, setting lists of both rights and responsibilities for them. MoEF also provided
instruction on how the claim process should be conducted. The indigenous groups can now
apply for a claim request for their customary forests at the MoEF once they have acquired
legal recognition from their respective regional governments. Lastly, the law determines
what can and cannot be done in the forest or by the indigenous groups so that the forest
remains sustainable.
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What makes this regulation essential in developing the contemporary customary forests in
Indonesia is that it enabled the first batch of the customary forests in 2016. There were nine
customary forests from nine different indigenous groups that were granted legal ownership
by the MoEF. As historical as it should be, the President himself gave the certificate to the
nine indigenous community representatives in the state palace. Interestingly, all of these
customary forests were under the CSOs' assisted communities’ territories. Since
the MoEF lacked updated data of the customary forests in Indonesia, the ministry relied on
the suggestions given by the CSOs and KSP. The acknowledgement of the nine customary
forests was also highly celebrated by the media. Praises were given to Jokowi as his
government was seen to be consistent in siding with the public's interest.
After the triumph, the government seemed to be on full speed to advance the progress of
community-based forests recognition. In the same year, the MoEF issued the famous 2016
Ministerial Regulation No. 83 on Social Forestry. The regulation reflected
the MoEF's commitment to share its power by channeling the forest management authority
to the local communities through five different schemes, including the customary forest.
However, during several years of implementing the customary forest recognition there were
numerous problems, especially at the local level. For instance, the procedure was
criticized for being too long and expensive for indigenous communities who were not
backed up by external parties such as NGOs and CSOs. To respond to the complaints,
the MoEF developed a more comprehensive and efficient procedure for the claim process
through the 2019 Ministerial Regulation No. 21 on Customary and Titled Forest. The
regulation added thorough evaluation guidelines, conflict resolution, and a financial
incentive for managing the forest for the communities whose claim requests were granted.

7.4. Conclusion
The ministerial regulation was not just the evidence of the MoEF compliance but also a deep
institutional change. Discourses and rules brought along by the change did not just change
the rule of the game in terms of the customary forests, but also the power struggle between
different actors and within the MoEF. The CSOs that had been allies for decades and had
shared similar discourses naturally formed a coalition. I argue that this coalition was
founded on the ways the CSOs associated the customary forests with social justice and
sustainability concept and more importantly, within the reforma agraria discourse. Thus, it
was unsurprising that the reforma agraria became the primary frame used by the CSOs
coalition. The CSOs had another influential ally in the KSP, a prominent reforma
agraria activist, who enabled the CSOs' agenda with his authority to
ensure Nawacita implementation on the ministerial level. However, the reforma agraria
frame was not popular in the MoEF because it explicitly indicated a distribution of authority
between the state and society. Therefore, this discourse mainly served as a philosophical
idea.
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The discourse coalition still advocated the social justice frame, emphasizing that
the MoEF was responsible for ensuring social justice. The CSO coalition seemed to push this
frame once again as it was effective to demand changes from the state. It can be seen in
2015 Ministerial Regulation on Titled Forest that the MoEF acknowledges that the
customary forest would provide justice for the indigenous groups. Meanwhile, the
sustainability discourse was also present in the arrangement campaigned by both the CSOs
and the MoEF. The CSO coalition's frame mainly revolved around the depiction of the
indigenous groups as sustainable agents. Meanwhile, the MoEF was likely to proceed with
the sustainability discourse to secure the authority to define what sustainability is within the
customary forest context.
I argue that the main result of the arrangement was the 2015 Ministerial Regulation No. 32
on Titled Forest, that opened a new regime for the customary forests. Although this
institution was not highly celebrated like the Court's decision, it has enabled the first legal
recognition of nine customary forests. Moreover, ever since the MoEF has produced
numerous new followed-up regulations. These institutions mainly aimed to advance the
release process of state forest area to become customary forests and to accommodate the
claim process. The regulation has also influenced the power relations within the MoEF as it
gave the newly established PSKL a legal source of power, thus scaling up the directorate's
bargaining position.
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8 DISCURSIVE INSTITUTIONAL ON INDONESIAN
CUSTOMARY FORESTS
8.1. Discussion
Chapter 3 to 6 have laid out the results from the data collection in a descriptive manner.
These chapters aim to answer the first and second research question, “when did the
institutional change happen?” and “how did the institutional change happen?”. This chapter
I focus on answering the last research question, “why did the institutional change
happen?”. This question is answered through the lens of Discursive Institutional by
reflecting on broader literature. The analysis is divided into two different but interrelated
sections, each providing a proposition. This division is based on Schmidt's (2008)
explanation that there are two elements in the discursive Institutional analysis, namely:
‘discursive’ and ’institutional’. The discursive speaks for the interactive and cooperative
process of actors with preferred narratives. On the other hand, the Institutional represents
the institutional context that enables the maintenance of the discourse construction
process.
Proposition #1: A mature discourse coalition has helped the CSOs to advocate their
discourses and convince other actors.
Based on the interviews, most CSO leaders were already close acquaintances before the
reformation where they bonded because of their shared experience of oppression with
activists. Right after the reformation, when Indonesia embraced democratic governance,
these CSOs helped to establish and to expand each other's movements although they did
not necessarily advocate for the same issue. However, with the intertwined nature of land
reform, indigenous rights, forest and environment issues, it was only natural for them to be
in the same niche. Within that niche, their interactions grew both in terms of quality and
quantity. They often held formal and informal discussions or brainstorming sessions,
shared information and expertise, conducted joint programs, protested together, and even
co-authored many publications.
Gregorio (2011) found that the networking and resource exchange between the CSOs were
driven by their share of common discourses rather than the same values or memberships.
Her research focused on Social Movement Organizations (SMOs) in Indonesia from 20062007 in the realm of environmental justice, agrarian rights, indigenous rights, human rights,
and democracy in forest tenure activism. Except for Epistema Institute, which at the time of
the research did not exist yet, all CSOs involved in both the arrangement of the Court's
decision and the 2015 Ministerial Regulation No. 32 were found in what Gregorio labelled as
a SMOs network. The fact that CSOs members came from various domains indicated that
the coalition was not formed because of a collective identity or value but because of a
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relatively common broader discourse. Within the context of her research that focused on
the environmental dimension of forest tenure issues, Gregorio concluded that the
coalition was built on an environmental justice discourse. They believed that environmental
problems called for local empowerment, local rights acknowledgement, and broader social
change.
From the data I collected for this study, I confirm Gregorio's finding of discourse coalition.
However, I identified different but still related discourses for the context of the customary
forest issue. All the CSO representatives explained the urgency of customary forest
recognition through similar angles. They first mentioned the reforma agraria concept that
required the acknowledgement of the customary forests. When being asked for the
definition of reforma agraria, they gave the same definition. They all believed that
indigenous communities' rights were based on their indigeneity and framed indigenous
communities as oppressed groups because of the state's systematic land appropriation.
Lastly, they added the sustainability discourse in which they argued that the indigenous
community had maintained the forest more sustainably than the state had claimed to.
Through the lens of argumentative policy analysis, Hajer (1995) explains what he calls a
discourse coalition and how it can gain political power. He mentions three definitions of
discourse coalition: (1) a set of storylines; (2) the actors who narrate these storylines; and
(3) the practices in which the discursive activity is based. The discourse coalition can be
formed if the previously independent practices were actively related to another, creating a
discursive environment. The discourse coalition is then formed when the actors, for various
reasons, are attracted to develop a set of storylines.
This definition of discourse coalition explains how the coalition between CSOs could be
established even though they came from different domains of activism. Given the
intertwined relation of each of their movement’s issues, discursive interaction was
inevitable, and common discourse development was accommodated.
Moreover, according to Hajer (1995), the discourse coalition can be attractive to the actors
because of its potential political power. Based on social constructivism, discourse
construction is a matter of power because of the multi-interpretability of a discourse.
Anyone can come up with their definition or meaning of a specific issue or problem, but
what is important is which or whose interpretation becomes the dominant one, excluding
other contestants. Indeed, by forming a coalition, actors can produce strong, persuasive,
and coherent storylines or frames and share resources to impose these narratives onto
policy debate. These two components can be linked to further explain the agency dimension
of discourse coalition.
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Schmidt (2010b) identifies two primary abilities that actors need to produce and campaign
for their resources. The first one is the background ideational ability or the actor's ability to
conceptualize meanings. For over a decade, the activism niche has accommodated intense
discursive interactions between the CSOs that (re)shaped the discourses continuously.
Discourse production is contentious in nature. The fact that the CSOs came from various
activist domains with different values, stimulated discursive communication . A coalition
based on discourse was naturally formed, allowing them to develop a profound
understanding and collective vision. The coalition had already matured when AMAN
requested a judicial review on the 1999 Forestry Law at the Constitutional Court in 2012. I
contend that by that time, the coalition already had a strong background ideational ability
because their discourses had gone through a long and constant refining process.
The second ability is the foreground discursive ability or the abilities that allow an actor to
communicate meanings to change or maintain institutions. Schmidt (2010a) further explains
that a formal institutional change happens when a central actor communicates new ideas
that lead other actors to ponder about changing their ideas. If there is an agreement, they
will arrange their expectation for the new institution. For the customary forest’s recognition
case, the CSOs tried to communicate their discourses through various interactions with
other actors, especially the state.
The most essential and exceptional discursive interactions were the Court's trials and the
dialogue with the MoEF. The coalition marshalled its resources to convey their meanings, to
influence other actors, and to alter the institution. For the Court's judicial review request,
AMAN was helped by other CSOs such as Epistema Institute and PILnet in preparing the
legal materials, evidence and in building their arguments. During the trials, AMAN
summoned several expert witnesses, most of them were part of the coalition network. In
2015, Epistema invited other CSOs from the coalition to attend discussions with the MoEF.
They strengthened their bargaining position by combining expertise, assisting community
networks, conducting field data and information from members of the coalition. In other
words, the mature discourse coalition had allowed vital resource exchange and
combination, which increased its foreground discursive abilities.
Preposition #2: Several political conjunctures had created enabling contexts and
opportunities for actual institutionalizations.
As the rule of the game, the explanation of an institution is broader than just an outcome.
Before the outcome is produced, it first goes through an institutionalization process that
Arts and Leroy (2006) refer to as a “gradual stabilization of definitions of problems and
approaches, of strategies and solutions in and around specific policy domains”. In this
research, the customary forest's institutionalization has been explained based on the Policy
Arrangement Approach (PAA) analysis in chapters 4 and 6. Arts and Leroy (2006) mentioned
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it as gradual stabilization since it was indeed an intense process. As previously explained,
both the discourse conceptualization and communication between actors, which serve as
the problems and approaches, did not happen instantly. I found that the discourse
conceptualization, especially among the CSOs that were part of the discourse coalition, took
decades to reach the level of maturity it has now. Meanwhile, the communication process
may have taken less time but evidently required plenty of resources.
On the other hand, the institutionalizations of Indonesia’s customary forests are not just
discursive interactions that happened independently (Astuti and McGregor,
2017; Moeliono et al., 2017; Rachman and Masalam, 2017; Afiff and Rachman, 2019).
Several scholars noted political conjunctures that paved the ways for actual
institutionalizations, which have been confirmed by this research. An important conjuncture
was the presidential regime. Since each regime had its direction and ambition, their
government's attitude towards the customary forest was proven to be different. The
interest of SBY’s regime only emerged when the REDD deal was signed for which Indonesia
had to improve social welfare of the local communities to be qualified for further funding.
Although this incidental commitment slowly vanished, the narrative of the indigenous
groups being sustainability agents that it created remains. Furthermore, the Constitutional
Court that performed judicial activism through its agrarian constitutionalism became an
enabler. The Court was committed to using its judicial authority to uphold the constitution,
which justified many of their corrections towards numerous agrarian laws, including the
1999 Forestry Law.
The first regime of Jokowi inarguably created a couple of great political opportunities for the
customary forest recognition. AMAN utilized the 2014 presidential election by
endorsing Jokowi which resulted in the inclusion of the land reform agenda, including the
customary forest, in Nawacita and the Mid-term National Plan. The merge of
the MoF and MoE had changed the power dynamics inside the ministry, where power was
originally held by the foresters with a firm belief in scientific forestry. After the merge, the
PSKL directorate was established, giving authority to the new supporters of social forestry in
the newly merged ministry. These two political conjunctures, combined with pressure from
the KSP to progress the adaptation of the Court's decision into the MoEF institutions, had
accommodated discursive interactions between the CSOs and the MoEF. Eventually, the
2015 Ministerial Regulation No. 32 on Titled Forest was issued, enabling the legal
recognition of the first nine customary forests in Indonesia in 2016.
The influence of these political conjunctures on the institutionalization of the customary
forests can be further explained with Schmidt’s (2015) theory of the Institutional. She
argues that Institutional represents the institutional context that both constrains and
enables the maintenance of the discourse construction process at the same time. The
institutional context of an institutional change is essential in discursive Institutional analysis
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because it reflects the setting within which discourses have meanings. The political
conjunctures served as the institutional context that allowed and prohibited or prevented
the discourse construction and the stabilization into the formal institution. Each conjuncture
provided different context to the customary forest; however, since the CSOs coalition was
mature enough, its discourses could survive as intended. The conjunctures' primary
influence was the proper stabilization of the arrangement outcomes because the legal
authority was simply beyond the coalition's reach. My argument is that the discourse
coalition successfully defined, maintained, and promoted their discourses and abovementioned political conjunctures had given contexts to the discourses and allowed the
institutionalization into formal institutions.

8.2. Limitation
The main limitation of this research is the pandemic situation that has hindered fieldwork in
Indonesia. The data collection had to be conducted online, including the interviews.
Reaching out to respondents was more difficult as I could only rely on online means of
communication, mainly email, and sometimes Whatsapp or Linkedin. When the potential
respondents did not reply to my emails for quite some time, I would contact them
via Whatsapp or Linkedin if I had the respective contact information. Even though some
people responded well, this method had a high risk of appearing unprofessional. A few key
actors have not responded to my emails or texts until this thesis was submitted.
Despite the online limitation, I was able to get in touch with most of the CSOs'
representatives. I think the CSO culture is more open to discussion or research than the
ministry. Consequently, I interviewed more people from the CSO side that the MoEF side. I
predicted this problem at the beginning of my research. As an Indonesian and a forester, I
am familiar with the exclusive hierarchical system of the Ministry. Being just a student, I
would need to contact them several times and pass by their offices a few times to slowly
build rapport with them. Only then, they would be willing to spare time to be interviewed.
The higher the potential respondent's position, the more time and more devotion is
required. For example, I finally succeeded in contacting Hadi, the former directorate general
of PSKL, after almost three months of trying.
I did worry about this imbalance in my primary data. However, as much as I wanted to
interview more state officials, unfortunately, many were not interested to contribute to this
research. To fill the interviewee gap, I tried to look for more related documents from the
Ministry, including meeting minutes and event reports. However, even friends who work
at MoEF could not trace those documents, blaming the messy archival systems. These data
were also nowhere to be found in the open online system of MoEF. Thus, I looked for more
scientific literature, especially those that include statements or data from the ministry in
lieu of primary formal recollection of important events.
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CONCLUSION

In this thesis, I have sought to understand the development of the contemporary customary
forest in Indonesia by focusing on two crucial institutional changes: the 2012 Constitutional
Court Decision and the 2015 Ministerial Regulation on Titled Forest. To do so, I used
Discursive Institutional and the Policy Arrangement Approach to unpack both institutional
changes. This point of view has enabled me to pay greater attention to each arrangement's
political and discursive dynamics. First, it is essential to understand how the systematic
indigenous land appropriation started and was sustained for decades in Indonesia, which
requires us to comprehend the status quo's construction. The dominance of scientific
forestry, one of the Dutch colonial legacies, allowed the political forest to be persistent in
Indonesian forest management. On top of that, with the state’s right to control, the
Indonesian Constitution gave the state the authority to manage the resources. This
combination of political forest and state's right to control had inarguably legitimated the
inclusion of indigenous territories within the State Forest category.
Both institutional changes happened when key factors came into place. These factors paved
the ways for change. As Soeharto’s authoritarian regime exploited the right to control, land
reform activism that was once silenced, emerged again in the late 1980s. After the
reformation, activists of land reform, which later became more popular as the reforma
agraria, decided to launch AMAN. Soon AMAN grew to become the biggest adat or
indigenous-based organization in Indonesia, campaigning for the recognition of adat rights.
During the SBY regime in 2010, the REDD initiative took place, echoing the international
frame of indigenous groups as sustainable agents of environment and forests.
On the other hand, the Constitutional Court that was initially established to mediate
potential election turmoil, slowly shifted its direction. The Court pledged to use its judicial
authority to side with the marginalized people who had been oppressed by many national
laws that did not carry the spirit of the constitution. Thus, I argue that the first institutional
change happened after land reform ignited adat movement and the REDD+ re-branded the
indigenous groups as agents of sustainability. After that, the Constitutional Court committed
itself to correcting laws that were against the constitution. Meanwhile, the second
institutional change took place after AMAN endorsed Jokowi in the 2014 presidential
election, Jokowi's election victory, the integration of the customary forest in the Mid-Term
National Planning, and the merge of the MoE and MoF into the MoEF that changed the
power dynamics inside the ministry and its attitude to be more open towards CSOs.
To understand how the institutions regarding the customary forests were arranged, I
applied the Policy Arrangement Approach (PAA) analysis. PAA requires the dismantling of
discourse, actor, resource, and rules. I found that both institutions were arranged by strong
discourses advocated by a coalition of CSOs who encouraged coalition members to
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influence other actors with their discourses, and subsequently resulting in new rules. AMAN
and its supporters advocated heavily for three discourses, namely: indigeneity, social justice,
and human rights. AMAN was assisted by multiple CSOs and an extensive network of
indigenous group members in the preparation for the trials and during the trials. With
the Court already committed to social justice reform, it was not unexpected that the Court
decided to rule customary forest no longer part of the state forest. Meanwhile, in 2015,
during a series of discussions with the MoEF, the CSO coalition used the reforma agraria,
social justice, and sustainability frames. Once again, the coalition used its members'
resources to improve its bargaining power and finally alter the MoEF’s stand on the
customary forest recognition.
I contend that both institutional changes took place because of two main reasons. The first
one is that a mature discourse coalition had helped the CSOs to advocate their discourses
and convince other actors. Being in the activism niche for decades, these CSOs naturally
engaged in numerous discursive interactions that constructed their common discourses.
They were able to slowly develop and conceptualize the meanings that they collectively
believed in. In addition, the coalition also accommodated exchanging and pooling of
resources among members that increased their capacities to articulate their discourses and
influence others. The second reason is that several political conjunctures had created
enabling contexts and opportunities for actual institutionalizations. The legal stabilizations
of meanings or the institutionalizations were beyond the coalition authority. The
establishment and commitment of the Constitutional Court, the victory of Jokowi who was
endorsed by AMAN in the 2014 presidential election, and the merge of
the MoE and MoF into the Ministry of Environment and Forestry (MoEF) had served the
stage for the narratives the CSOs coalition had advocated for. Moreover, these political
conjunctures had also allowed further institutionalizations into formal institutions.
As part of the limitation of this study, further critical investigations into two aspects of the
contemporary political arrangement of the customary forest are warranted. The first is the
perpetual lack of inclusion of indigenous voices in the policy arrangement.
Despite the pro-active involvement of the CSO coalition in the formulation of both policies,
there was little immediate evidence that the indigenous groups’ ideas were taken into
account. AMAN claimed to be the biggest indigenous group with an extensive network of
indigenous members. However, this study found that it is likely that the narratives AMAN
brought to both institutions’ construction process were built from its discourse coalition
with other CSOs. Moreover, it is essential to remember that not all indigenous communities
in Indonesia are members of AMAN. Not being part of this formal organization means these
communities have fewer possibilities to convey their ideas to the center of decision-making.
Further research to investigate the extent to which both the members and non-members’
discourses are conveyed in AMAN’s discourses would be a significant knowledge
contribution. In addition, the customary forestry scheme should be integrated into the
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incremental decision-making model, with policies are fine-tuned and course-corrected
gradually. Integrating all the agendas from millions of indigenous people in Indonesia is
rather impractical. The model is expected to be adaptive and inclusive to integrate inputs
and feedback, especially from the communities.
Secondly, most of the communities that managed to get land recognition are either close to
CSOs or are not in conflict with companies or the state. A few studies have highlighted this
tendency to prioritize communities with uncontested land (Arizona et al., 2019; van der
Muur, 2018) that hindered the state’s target of 12.7 million hectares for forest access
reform. In addition, there are directorates in MoEF that are adamant in keeping their
territories, meanwhile, the PSKL directorate has a relatively lower bargaining position
because of its low budget and limited jurisdiction areas. I argue that the internal power
struggle between these directorates inside the MoEF resulted in the relatively low allocation
of budget and resources for customary forests acknowledgement. With a limited quota,
prioritization becomes natural. While this assumption requires research, the evident power
struggle calls for power devolution from more powerful directorates. The devolution should
mainly about formal discretion over land allocation and increased budget so that the PSKL
directorate could have more resources to advance the customary forest acknowledgement
scheme. These are but two critical areas that need further research to complement and
extend the existing knowledge on customary forest in Indonesia.
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